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Abstract 

 

Near Field Communication (NFC) among various other things, allows end-users to enjoy 

contactless mobile services such as credit cards, transport tickets, office access etc. using NFC 

mobile phones. Such services are placed as software applications inside the secure-chip 

hardware of the NFC phone – often termed as a Secure Element (SE). Bringing these 

contactless smart-card services into mobile phones raises the need to allow the end-users to 

interact and control the information and the communication with secure-chip applications. The 

display of a mobile phone can easily allow such functionalities as graphical user interface 

applications. This thesis terms such applications as NFC mobile wallet applications where a 

mobile wallet is the container for all of these applications. A mobile wallet application for a 

single service is intended to be used on various phone platforms and often there is a need to 

keep the consistency and uniform functionalities between the designs. Primarily, this thesis aims 

to provide the means for the service providers (and for the developers) to design and develop 

one single wallet application for a particular NFC service and deploy it on various phone 

platforms using the support of a wallet framework. In order to achieve that, this thesis aims to 

identify a minimal but adequate set of user interaction functionalities for the mobile wallet 

services and include their support in the wallet framework. Due to time constraints, only three 

NFC services: payment, access control, and transport were investigated. Then a lightweight 

wallet framework was designed that includes support to implement the identified user 

interaction functionalities as a set of application programming interfaces (APIs) to develop 

interoperable wallet applications. There were complexities while designing the framework, for 

example, limited NFC supports on various phone platforms at this writing; however, the thesis 

achieved the desired goals at the end. Two prototype wallet applications were developed on the 

basis of the identified minimal functionalities and the wallet framework support. Usability 

testing was conducted for the prototypes to find usability issues and the applicability of the 

functionalities in the wallet interface. The result was very positive; the users had little trouble 

interacting with the wallet applications. Several recommendations were noted from the usability 

testing mainly on navigating the interface and consistency in the design, which are summarized 

for the developers as guidelines to develop wallet applications.  
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

1.1 Background  

Ubiquitous, portable, and technically well advanced cell phones are emerging at the forefront of 

our everyday lifestyles. They continue to become more powerful and capable of performing the 

tasks that would have been hard to imagine a few years ago. Most of these cell phones offer 

advanced interaction functionalities, e.g., location awareness, multi-touch etc., give users enough 

freedom to choose and buy applications from application markets, allow users to play addictive 

games like AngryBirds1, and most importantly provide rich user satisfactions. Indeed, this small 

intelligent device is going to hold almost everything needed for interacting with the physical 

world. In response to these advancements, this thesis intends to investigate how mobile phone 

can be used to extend support for physical wallets we carry every day. 

Contact smart card technology has proved its necessity in the payment, ticketing, loyalty etc. 

services in consumers everyday lifestyles. Later, the convergence of smart card technology has 

been shifted towards contactless smart cards for the same kinds of services and allows 

experiencing faster user interactions. For instance, a study shows that contactless payment is 

more reliable and efficient than contact payments (Ondrus & Pigneur, 2009). The next 

convergence is expected to be the integration of Near Field Communication (NFC) technology 

with contactless smart cards (Figure 1), intended to be used in the mobile phones; integrating 

industry partners from banking, ticketing, loyalty, access control etc. A work by Ondrus and 

Pigneur (2009)  shows NFC technology is very efficient for payment services compare to the 

other forms of payment systems. NFC mobile service is based on ‘touch’ interaction that allows 

people to control the communication by just waving the phone in front of an application reader. 

This is easy to learn and there is no need for a connection setup like other technologies, e.g., 

Bluetooth. Other works have shown that this kind of interaction is familiar, intuitive, and 

impromptu to users (Anokwa, Borriello, Pering, & Want, 2007; Antoniou & Varadan, 2007).  

However, there is a great need to provide the end-users the necessary controls and feedbacks 

while interacting with such virtual smart cards using their NFC mobile.  

                                                      
1 http://www.rovio.com/ 
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One approach could be to allow the end-users to see what is going on during the contactless 

communication; perhaps some data that might be interesting for them to see, or even allow them 

to control any of the actions, for instance, allow the users to choose which credit card to use for 

the next purchase. Hence the concept of an NFC mobile wallet emerged. This thesis defines the 

GUI applications with such characteristics as mobile wallet applications. Mobile wallet defined 

in this thesis specially stands for NFC contactless services, and should not be confused with the 

other meanings of a mobile wallet, for example, mobile money applications. An example of a 

commercially available NFC mobile wallet service is Osaifu-Keitai owned by NTT DoCoMo in 

Japan launched in 2004 and had 28.5 million subscribers in March 2008 (“Osaifu-Keitai: Mobile 

Contactless IC Service in Japan,” 2008). However, until today, no scientific research has 

investigated the user requirements and the development approach of such mobile wallet 

applications in general; although, there are significant amount of works showing prototype 

applications for a particular service or other aspects of NFC services (e.g. Ghiron, Sposato, 

Medaglia, & Moroni, 2009; Ondrus & Pigneur, 2009; Pasquet, Reynaud, & Rosenberger, 2008). 

This thesis intends to facilitate the deployment of NFC-enabled mobile wallet applications in 

many diverse platforms to reduce the complexity and the cost of developing multiple 

applications. An ideal methodology to address such problems would be to develop one single 

wallet application for a single service, for example, X-bank credit card and provision it on 

multiple platforms (Benyo, A. Vilmos, Kovacs, & Kutor, 2007). This let the service providers 

(e.g. X-bank) without the need to track all the NFC handsets coming in the market to extend 

their wallet support. Consequently, this methodology allows the end-users to experience a 

uniform and consistent designed wallet application for a single service in terms of look, feel, and 

functionalities. Benyó, Sódor, Fördos, Kovács, and Vilmos (2010) identified the problem of 

developing multiple wallet applications for each platform in their work. To address the same 

problem, this thesis proposes a wallet framework that can facilitate the development of such 

wallet applications across various cell-phone platforms for the service providers (and for the 

developers) involved in the NFC mobile services arena. As a result, developers who have the 

responsibility and interest in developing wallet applications with such characteristics will benefit 

from the outcome of this thesis. 

This thesis follows the user-centric design (UCD) approach to research and design a mobile 

wallet framework. The idea was to involve the potential consumers from the very first stage of 

the research and make the process of identifying user requirements easier. Nielsen (1992) 

addressed that knowing the users is the very first step of the usability engineering process. 

Therefore, the significance of involving the users in the process of designing the framework can 

be understandable. A work by Anokwa et al. (2007) pointed that NFC enabled applications offer 
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great ways to improve the usability of the mobile applications which motivated this thesis to 

evaluate the usability of wallet prototypes using the support of the wallet framework.  

1.2 NFC Mobile Wallet 

A mobile with NFC support additionally includes a secure hardware in the phone where 

applications like payment, ticketing etc. can reside and execute securely, independent from each 

other. This secure hardware is often termed as Secure Element (SE). The software part of the 

secure hardware or secure chip is relevant for the thesis and for the mobile wallet. Therefore, an 

NFC mobile wallet defined in this thesis is a collection of graphical user interface (GUI) 

applications that mirror the NFC secure chip applications, allowing users a great way of 

interaction with the physical world along with necessary controls and feedbacks. These secure 

chip applications can be considered as virtual smart cards, for example, a credit card, transport 

cards etc. enabling the NFC handset an effective replacement of a physical wallet. Cole, 

McFaddin, Narayanaswami, and Tiwari (2009) discussed about a digital mobile wallet with the 

following advantages: 

(i) Provides additional functions, e.g., data storage 

(ii)  Location awareness, e.g., if the NFC service is available at a particular place 

(iii)  Quick sorting or searching of its contents, e.g., the cards in the mobile wallet 

There are many other benefits too of a mobile wallet—it allows users to control the 

communication with the contactless reader, it allows knowing the information such as owner 

name, contact number, ticket validity etc. of a secure application. A single application in the 

mobile wallet is termed as a wallet application in this thesis.  
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Figure 1: Integration of cell phone with contactless cards 

Mobile Wallet Interaction Scenario 

A customer subscribes to an NFC service, e.g., a credit card, a loyalty service, access to a theme 

park etc. Wallet service providers push the secure application and the wallet application to the 

subscriber’s handsets over the air, and the subscriber is ready to interact with the wallet 

applications. Let us consider ‘John’ as a working professional who enjoys NFC services2. 

  Scene1: John is in a particular store and wants to pay using one of his wallet credit 

cards. He knows how much balance is left in his three credit cards. He selects credit card A for 

this purchase and waves the phone near the contactless reader for transaction. He receives the 

electronic receipt for the purchase in the phone right there. 

 Scene2: John is on the way to office. Previously, he received an alarm that his travel 

card has expired. He opens the transport application A and selects “buy ticket” option using his 

preferred rules, for instance, one (1) hour ticket for zone A. The ticket is loaded automatically 

within a minute.  

 Scene3: In the weekend, John wants to take his kids to a theme park. He noticed he has 

an old subscription to ThemePark X. He holds his phone over a contactless reader at ThemePark 

X and three tickets are loaded automatically in his wallet application. He can then check the 

validity, quantity, and the purchase receipts of the tickets from the wallet application. 

                                                      
2 Adopted from Cole et al.(2009) 
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There can be various other interaction scenarios possible with a mobile wallet. But the 

applications need to be appealing and should aim to enhance current user interactions with 

physical contactless cards. There are complexities too, e.g., retaining a consistent design and 

functionalities on various phone platforms. The next section discusses these problems. 

1.3 Problem Description 

As discussed in section 1.1, the rise and the potentials of NFC technology and its integration 

with the contactless cards has raised the need for a mobile wallet. However, there were a few 

specific issues that are needed to be investigated to achieve a usable and uniform mobile wallet 

across various phone platforms. First of all, there has not been any scientific research the 

author’s concern that investigates the end-user requirements for a mobile wallet for various NFC 

contactless services. Second, there is a lack of investigation regarding the key-data available in 

the secure element applications that might be interesting for the users to see and interact with. 

And, finally, lack of support for an application development framework that allows the 

developers (and the NFC service providers) to create interoperable wallet applications. Without a 

wallet framework support, service providers would require to develop several versions of one 

application to extend their mobile wallet application support on various phone platforms. Most 

importantly there is a need to consider the underlying implementation technicalities by the 

developers. The mobile wallet framework that this thesis aims to design reduces these 

complexities for the developers (and cost for the service providers) and allows end-users to 

enjoy uniform and consistent designed wallet applications across various phone platforms. 

1.4 Goals 

The research described in this thesis (see section 1.1) concerns with the challenges of designing a 

user-centric wallet framework that allows developing interoperable wallet applications. This 

section defines the goals that this thesis aims to accomplish.  

The primary goal is to research and identify a minimal set of user requirements or 

functionalities required to be present in the wallet applications to interact with the end-users for 

various NFC services. Wallet users also demand to see and interact with the interesting data 

available in the secure element (SE) applications; hence it is required to identify the interesting 

key-data available in secure element(s) offered by various NFC service providers. The secondary 

goal is to research and design a wallet framework and application execution environment that 

should be lightweight to deploy on various phone platforms and devices and most importantly, 

allows developing interoperable wallet applications. The framework shall provide means to 

develop a minimal set of functionalities required for the wallet applications (mentioned in 
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primary goal) to interact with the end-users. The framework should allow the developers to 

define the layout of the applications, necessary GUI actions, e.g., what screen to show when user 

clicks ‘button X’, to be taken by the wallet applications, or any other information to be present in 

the application as an application package. The framework execution environment is intended to 

provide the means to execute the application package and construct wallet applications 

accordingly in the phone utilizing native phone APIs. Most importantly, the framework should 

reduce the underlying technicalities to visualize the secure element data for various phone 

platforms and devices. Consequently, another similar goal would be offer usable and consistent 

designed wallet applications across phone platforms using the wallet framework support. The 

final goal is to design the framework by following the user centric design (UCD) approach 

principles which primarily considers the potential end-users of the NFC services from the very 

beginning of the thesis.  

1.5 Research Question 

This thesis has defined the following two research questions to be solved: 

(i) How to investigate and provide a minimal set of user interaction functionalities in the 

wallet applications that should be necessary enough for the users to interact with the NFC wallet 

applications. 

(ii) How to design an interoperable and lightweight wallet framework that includes 

supports for the minimal set of user requirements; and therefore allows developing only a single 

wallet application that works on various platforms. 

1.6 Outlines  

In the next chapter, details of the technical backgrounds within the context of this thesis are 

discussed. In chapter 3, the background information is elaborated and the details of the potential 

NFC use cases are explained. In chapter 4, research hypothesis and methodologies of this thesis 

are presented. Chapter 5 presents the important and significant related works published in 

various sources. Chapter 6 presents the details of how the user requirements are collected in the 

form of a user study. This chapter also discusses the key secure element data required to be 

visualized on the phone. Chapter 7 shows how the goals of this thesis are brought to a sound 

solution that is the design of a wallet framework and the exact definitions of each of its elements, 

i.e., the APIs. The prototypes that illustrate the user requirements are presented in chapter 8. 

Chapter 9 discusses how the prototypes are evaluated as a formal usability testing. Finally, 

chapter 10 presents the concluding remarks and the discussion of future works. 
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1.7 Disclaimer 

Contactless application provisioning, management, and deletion over the air (OTA) to a secure 

element are out of the scope of this thesis. Also, this thesis does not discuss the issues when the 

mobile is turned off, or the mobile is stolen or the security issues during contactless 

communication. The architecture of the mobile handsets supports different types of secure 

elements; however, this thesis only considers single secure element at a time although support 

for other types of secure elements or multiple secure elements would be fairly easy for the wallet 

framework to extend its support. This thesis shall not unnecessarily discuss those issues since the 

scope of the thesis primarily considers the visualization and the interaction of the secure 

information. 

The NFC mobile services and the contactless mobile services mean the same terminology and 

used in this report interchangeably. Mobile wallet applications are compliant with the standard 

and specifications by GlobalPlatform (please see section 2.3.1), where a Trusted Service 

Manager (TSM) (please see section 3.3) plays significant role to install, provision, and manage 

multiple applications in the secure element of the phone. An NFC Secure Element (SE) based on 

Java Card and follows the GlobalPlatform(GP) specification (refer to 2.3.1), is the interest of 

today’s industry and the primary interest of this thesis as well in order for the wallet applications 

comply with the global standards. 

1.8 Intended audience 

This thesis was carried out at Ericsson Research, Ericsson AB3, Kista, Stockholm as a partial 

fulfilment of the Masters of Science degree in Information Technology. It is obvious that the 

report shall contain much technical information. Readers having adequate knowledge or 

knowledgeable in computer science or information technology can truly understand the contents 

of the thesis, however, general readers can also understand even though they may have to refer to 

the technical background and to the footnotes when required. 

                                                      
3 http://www.ericsson.com/ericsson/worldwide/sweden.shtml 
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Chapter 2  

Technical Background 

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the technologies related within the context of the thesis. 

Not all the technologies described here are tightly related within the scope of the research; 

however, they are required for better understanding the technical context within which the wallet 

framework and the wallet applications exist.  

2.1 Near Field Communication(NFC) 

Near Field Communication (NFC) is a short-range wireless technology that enables 

communication between electronic devices over a short distance (limited to less than 10 

centimetres). A simple wave or touch can establish a connection between two NFC-enabled 

devices. NFC is primarily aimed at usage in the cell phones. Because the transmission range is 

so short, NFC-enabled communication is simple and intuitive. Additionally, the close physical 

proximity of the communicating devices gives users the reassurance of being in control of the 

process. NFC technology is promoted by the NFC forum4. 

Often, NFC and contactless technology are coined together because there need not be a real 

contact between the communicating devices. NFC mobile service is the combination of the 

existing contactless technology with an NFC mobile phone (Figure 1) where an NFC phone 

contains:  an NFC chip containing the RF antenna and a Smart card chip that hosts secure 

applications. Figure 2 below shows a typical NFC mobile where the physical interface between 

secure element (in this case, UICC) and NFC chip is defined in Single Wire Protocol (SWP) 

standard (Reveilhac & Pasquet, 2009). An antenna is attached with the NFC chip for RF 

communication and the phone OS communicates with the secure element using ISO7816 

standard. The red lined oval shows the boundary of NFC when integrated in cell phone. 

NFC devices communicate via Radio Frequency (RF) transmission and transmit data at a 

high speed of 424 kbps and operates at a globally available unlicensed band of 13.56 Mhz. NFC 

is based on RFID and contactless technology, and is compatible with the ISO144435 standard. 

However, of the various RFID specifications, NFC only uses a frequency of 13.56 MHz with 

passive tags. NFC supports both ISO 14443 (Type A and Type B) and Felica (a contactless 

                                                      
4 www.nfc-forum.org 
5 http://www.iso.org/iso/iso_catalogue/catalogue_tc/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=28730 
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technology by Sony Corporation) standards for contactless communication (Falke, Eniro Rukzio, 

Dietz, Holleis, & Arbrecht Schmidt, 2007). 

 

 

 

2.1.1 Uses and Applications of NFC 

NFC technology is mainly preferred at being used with mobile phones and there are currently 

three usages of NFC mobile defined by NFC forum (Figure 3):  

  (a) Card Emulation Mode 

In this mode and NFC mobile emulates the existing contactless cards (ISO14443) in 

front of an NFC reader. This mode allows enjoying existing contactless services, e.g., 

credit card, transport ticket etc. 

  (b) Read/Write Mode 

In this mode, an NFC device can either be active in ‘read’ or ‘write’ mode. One NFC 

device initiates the communication by generating a RF field and allows an NFC tag, a 

contactless card, or another NFC phone (in card emulation mode) to get the operating 

energy and thus communicate each other.  

Figure 2: Inside view of NFC interface 

NFC 
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  (c) Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Mode 

In this mode both of the NFC devices communicate and exchange information by 

generating their own RF fields, standardized on ISO18092 as seen in the below 

diagram (Figure 3). The device that is waiting for data deactivates its RF field and vice 

versa.  

 

Figure 3: NFC phone usage modes (Source: NFC Forum) 

NFC Applications 

NFC can be used with a variety of devices, ranging from mobile phones to cameras or TVs 

and there are various possibilities; however, their discussions are not relevant to this report. 

Primarily, NFC mobile targets the services possible in the card emulation mode: ticketing, 

banking, retails, access control etc. which are discussed in section 3.1. 

Difference between an NFC phone and an NFC tag 

An NFC phone operates in three modes as just discussed whereas an NFC tag is typically a 

passive device that stores data and can be read by an NFC-enabled device (reader). NFC tags are 

small chips and are quite inexpensive. 

It should be noted that the thesis primarily focuses on the aspects of NFC mobile services in the 

card emulation mode. 
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2.2 Smart Card Technology 

Smart card technology is an industry standard defined and controlled by the Joint Technical 

Committee 1 (JTC1) of the International Standards Organization (ISO) and the International 

Electronic Committee (IEC) (Otiz, 2003). 

Practically, a smart card is a pocket size plastic card that contains an embedded integrated 

circuit (IC). It can be of three categories – microprocessor cards, memory cards, and optical 

memory cards (“Smart Card Overview,” n d). Smart cards embedded with non-volatile memory 

and microprocessor is the interest of today because it allows storing the cryptographic keys and 

signatures. There are two types of microprocessor based smart cards – contact and contactless.  

2.2.1 Contact 

Contact smart cards need to have physical contact with the card reader to communicate and 

transfer data. ISO7816 is the international standard for contact card communications where 

ISO7816 part 4 standard defines the command structures and ISO7816 part 3 defines the 

transmission protocol between contact cards and the readers. Using ISO7816-4, data is 

exchanged in Application Protocol Data Units (APDUs). This comprises of sending a command 

to the card, the card process the command, and sends a response back to caller. 

Since wallet applications reside in the NFC phone, their communication to the corresponding 

NFC secure application is a contact communication (Figure 4). Therefore NFC phone 

manufacturer must provide API support that implements ISO7816 standard to access the secure 

element. 

2.2.2 Contactless 

Contactless smart cards contains an antenna and do not need physical contact with the reader to 

communicate with but just close proximity. A contactless card and a reader communicate with 

each other using Radio Frequency (RF) that is similar to RFID technology (“Smart Card 

Primer,” n d). The contactless card chip derives power from the RF field and the readers use 

radio wave to communicate and thus read and write data in the smart card. This technology 

needs minimal intervention of human during interaction thus can facilitate intuitive user 

interaction.  
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Figure 4: Smart card communication protocols 

 

The standard for contactless communication is ISO/IEC14443 that defines the 

communication between the contactless card and the reader (“Smart Card Standards,” n d). 

ISO14443 compliant card operates at 13.56 MHz and has an operational range of up to 10 

centimetres.  This standard defines two types of contactless cards: Type A and Type B, based on 

different modulation techniques. Like contact communication standard, in ISO14443 standard 

data is exchanged as APDUs where ISO7816-4 used for APDU message structure. NFC forum 

devices support ISO14443 standard for contactless communications. 

2.2.3 Secure Element (SE) 

Secure element (SE) is a chip in the NFC device capable of storing secure applications. SE 

provides secure execution environment for the applications as well and allows applications to be 

isolated from each other. Besides, SE allows the data to be protected by cryptographic 

algorithms and keys. For instance, Bank X application can never know about its neighbour Bank 

Y application residing in the same chip. GlobalPlatform(GP), a non-profit organization defines 

specifications of how these applications can be securely managed over the air keeping the 

isolation and the confidentiality. 

There are various SE alternatives available, mainly divided into categories: removable and 

non-removable (Figure 5), where embedded hardware and baseband processor  are considered as 

non-removable secure element and Secure Memory Card (SMC) and Universal Integrated 

Circuit Card (UICC) are considered as removable secure element (Reveilhac & Pasquet, 2009). 
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However, GlobalPlatform(GP) envisions three types of secure elements for NFC mobile services 

(“GP requirements for nfc mobile,” 2010): 

• UICC, i.e., (U)SIM card 

• Embedded Secure Element 

• Secure Memory Card 

The commonalities between all three SEs are that they all integrate tamper-proof hardware and 

an execution environment for the secure applications. UICC is considered as the appropriate 

secure element (Reveilhac & Pasquet, 2009, p. 78) because of the following advantages:  

• UICC is already widely available 

• It can host GSM/UMTS application as well as smart card applications 

• It is fully standardized and compliant with all smart card standards (Reveilhac & 

Pasquet, 2009) 

• It is portable. User can remove anytime and can place it to another NFC handset. No 

customization required. 

• It can be dynamically managed over the air (OTA) by the service providers (e.g. 

banks) through cellular networks (Benyó, B. Sódor, et al., 2010) 

 

2.2.4 API Interface to the Secure Element 

NFC phone needs to have support for APIs to communicate between GUI applications and SE 

applications. For the phone that implements Java, two APIs to the secure element are defined: 

Figure 5: Various Secure Element (SE) alternatives 
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JSR-2576 to access the NFC chip and JSR-1777 to access the UICC. For other phone platforms, 

the operating system or the handset manufacturers need to provide equivalent API support to 

access the secure element and the NFC chip.  

Figure 4 above shows ISO14443 contactless standard is required when SE applications 

communicate with external readers via NFC chip. On the other hand, when a GUI application 

(e.g. a wallet application) communicates with a SE application, ISO7816-3&4 standards (refer to 

section 2.2.1) for contact communication is required.  GUI applications can read NFCTags 

provided that phone has API support to access the NFC chip (shown as dotted lines in figure 4). 

 

2.2.5 Application life cycle in a SE 

Application lifecycle in a SE has various standards and operating environments. Mainly they are 

divided into two categories – proprietary mechanisms and standard mechanisms. Most 

proprietary cards support single application and can only be managed by a single issuer (or the 

owner). Below lists some of them: 

• MIFARE8 – has a proprietary mechanism to encrypt the secure keys in the MIFARE 

smart cards. It runs on the top of ISO/IEC14443 – 1, 2, 3 (Type-A) protocol and does not 

implement ISO14443-4 (“About Mifare,” n d). 

• MULTOS9 – is a multi-application smart card operating environment that offers 

proprietary architecture to develop, install, and manage applications. Owned by Gemalto. 

• Felica10 – has also proprietary mechanism to encrypt keys in Felica smart cards. It 

supports NFC Forum complaint ISO18092 standard. Owned by Sony in Japan. 

On the other hand, Java Card platform provides standards, operating environment, and protocols 

to run a standardized Java Card application which is discussed in the next sub-section.  

 

2.2.6 Java Card Technology 

Java Card technology is primarily intended for use in smart cards where memory and processing 

constrains is very important (Otiz, 2003). The Java Card platform provides standards to develop 

                                                      
6 http://jcp.org/en/jsr/detail?id=257 
7 http://jcp.org/en/jsr/detail?id=177 
8 http://www.mifare.net/ 
9 http://www.multos.com/technology/ 
10 http://www.sony.net/Products/felica/ 
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and run single or multiple Java applications in a smart card. This is the main difference between 

a Java Card and a proprietary smart card.  

Service providers can manage or update their own applications independently at any later 

time in a Java-enabled secure element over the air in the subscribers’ phones. GP defines 

specifications for the applications’ life cycle in a Java Card that includes install, manage, or 

deletion of applications (refer to 2.3.1). Java Card technology can exist in other forms than the 

smart cards but those are not interest of NFC mobile services.  

The Java Card technology consists of three parts (Otiz, 2003):  

• The Java Card Virtual Machine specification, defines a subset of the Java programming 

language and a VM for smart cards. 

• The Java Card Runtime Environment specification, defines the runtime behavior for 

Java enabled smart cards 

• The Java Card API specification, defines the core framework and extension of Java 

packages and classes for smart-card applications 

 

2.3 Specifications 

2.3.1 GlobalPlatform(GP) Card Specification 

There is a need of a standard when multiple applications from various service providers are 

installed in a single card to manage those applications’ life cycles. GlobalPlatform (GP)11 is such 

an organization that defines these standards for managing smart card applications. According to 

GP, it is an international non-profit organization for establishing and maintaining standards and 

specifications for managing applications in a smart card. The goal of GP specifications is to 

enable a hardware-neutral, vendor-neutral, and application independent smart card management. 

Nonetheless, GP does not develop or manufacture smart cards or smart card applications. 

Although, GP defines various specifications for smart card applications management, GP 

card specification v2.2 amendment C is relevant for the NFC mobile services considered in this 

thesis. Readers interested for details about the specifications should refer to GP card 

specification page (“GP card specification v2.2,” 2010). 

 

                                                      
11 http://www.globalplatform.org/aboutus.asp 
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2.3.2 EMVCo Specifications for Banking (Payment) 

EMVCo (Europay, MasterCard, and VISA) manages and maintains the EMV global standard for 

credit and debit card payments based on chip cards in order to protect the card from fraud and 

counterfeit. The EMV standard is applicable for all types of smart cards discussed in section 2.2; 

however, EMVCo imposes additional security and standards when these smart cards are used for 

payment applications. The EMV standard also specifies how the contactless payment card can be 

used by multiple applications which basically complement the standard defined by 

GlobalPlatform (“GP card specification v2.2,” 2010) 

EMV standards define a wide range of specifications for contact and contactless smart card 

payments. NFC mobile services only need to consider the specifications for contactless mobile 

payments, and therefore readers should refer to EMVCo website12 for a detailed list of 

specifications in the contactless and mobile section. Also, readers should look at EMV Book 313 

that defines specifications of the secure payment applications: the APDU commands, data 

format, security, cryptography, and communications. 

2.4 Cell Phone Platforms 

This section lists and briefly describes some of the major cell phone platforms that have 

significant market shares. NFC mobile services and therefore NFC wallet applications are 

primarily targeted to these platforms but are not limited to them. However, until today 

commercial NFC phones are available on a limited number of platforms and models14.  

Android 

Android is a complete open source software solution by the Open Handset Alliance for GSM and 

CDMA smart phones; it includes an operating system (OS), an operating environment for 

applications, and an application development kit (i.e. SDK). Android applications are developed 

in Java programming syntax using rich set of APIs provided by the SDK. Unlike other 

proprietary platforms, android is free for licensing for the handset manufacturers and the 

developers. It needs to mention that Android is not a standard for hardware, however, Android 

powered devices utilize the best from the phone hardware (“What is android?,” n d).  

 The latest version of Android is 2.3 (Code name: Gingerbread) at this writing, supports 

NFC, although, only includes NFC TAG reading and writing; no support yet for communication 

                                                      
12 http://www.emvco.com/specifications.aspx?id=22 
13 http://www.emvco.com/specifications.aspx?id=155 
14 http://www.nearfieldcommunicationsworld.com/nfc-phones-list/ 
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to a secure element (“New user features,” n d). This version introduces many new and exciting 

features for the end-users and the developers according to its website: rich multimedia, 

enhancement of game development, 3D motion processing, multitasking etc. (“New user 

features,” n d). Android is the first smart phone to support NFC, and therefore, it is expected that 

in the coming years, NFC will be largely integrated in the various models of Android phones.  

BlackBerry OS 

BlackBerry is a product line of smart phones for GSM and CDMA networks designed and 

developed by Research In Motion (RIM). BlackBerry phones operate on a proprietary operating 

system called BlackBerry OS. BlackBerry OS supports developing native applications in Java 

programming language using the BlackBerry Java SDK (“BlackBerry - Java Overview,” n d). 

Till today, BlackBerry phones do not have support for NFC, although some recent news tells that 

NFC is going to be included in various forthcoming models of BlackBerry (Balaban, 2011). 

Apple iOS 

iOS15 is a proprietary operating system for the Apple’s iPhone product line of smart phones for 

GSM and CDMA networks. The iPhone is designed, manufactured, and marketed by Apple Inc.; 

the latest version of iOS, as of today, is iOS 4.  

In order to develop native applications for iPhone, iOS software development kit (SDK) is 

required which has integrated support frameworks (e.g. Cocoa Touch) and APIs. iOS 

applications are developed in Objective-C programming language which is an extension of ‘C’ 

programming language. As of today, iPhone does not have support for NFC although widely 

expected in its coming versions.  

Java ME 

Java Micro Edition or Java ME is an operating environment and an application development 

platform for embedded or mobile devices. Java ME applications are developed in Java language 

but with a limited subset of functionality of standard Java edition. The best part of Java ME 

applications is that they are portable among devices that support Java. It is one of popular 

application development platforms for mobile devices since it has numerous supports for various 

APIs. For a detailed list of developer resources please refer to Java ME technical documentation 

page16 

Java ME provides support for developing GUI (MIDlet) applications that use contact and 

contactless communication standards. Java Specification Request (JSR) produced and defined 

two specifications –JSR177 and JSR257 (refer to 2.2.4). Using these APIs, a MIDlet can 

                                                      
15 http://developer.apple.com/technologies/ios/ 
16 http://download.oracle.com/javame/ 
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command APDUs to a secure element using JSR177 and communicate to an NFCTag using 

JSR-257 via an NFC interface. The JSR257 specification was led by Nokia Corporation (Ortiz, 

2008). However, a MIDlet may also use JSR257 (along with JSR-177) to communicate a SE 

application, if required by an on-going communication between the SE and an external card 

reader (Ortiz, 2008).  

The implementation of the proposed wallet framework in this thesis for the Java enabled 

phones can directly use the JSR177 for SE communication. 

Symbian 

Symbian is an open-source operating system (OS) and an application development platform like 

Android but targeted to Nokia manufactured phones. Applications for Symbian can be developed 

using variety of programming languages, including standard C++ and Java. Symbian-enabled 

Nokia phones are currently using by hundreds millions of users around the world and is also the 

first to bring NFC phones in the market in 2004 (Reveilhac & Pasquet, 2009). Nokia NFC 

phones (e.g. Nokia 621217) have been using by many of the NFC research teams around the 

world for various trial projects (Touch the Future with a Smart Touch, 2009). It is expected in 

the coming years NFC mobile services will be largely using by Nokia users. Therefore, wallet 

framework support for Nokia phones is indeed required. 

2.5 Conclusions from Heterogenous Platforms 

So far all the major cell phone application development platforms and the operating 

environments, which are potentially important for NFC services and for the mobile wallet 

framework, are discussed. Each of these cell phone platforms offers a unique set of APIs and 

SDKs to develop native applications; but they would, however, offer different ways to talk to a 

future SE application. It is obvious that in order to reach a wide range of consumers, service 

providers have to extend the support for NFC services to major cell phone platforms. This raises 

the need for the support of a wallet framework. 

The wallet framework design should make it easy for the service providers to develop 

interoperable wallet applications targeting various platforms that represent one of the 

applications in a SE, while retaining a consistent look, feel, and set of functionalities for the end-

users on various platforms. The framework offers a set of APIs and an application execution 

environment for the wallet applications that is intended to be platform independent.

                                                      
17 http://europe.nokia.com/find-products/devices/nokia-6212-classic 
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Chapter 3  

Extended Background 

This chapter extends the introductory background section of the thesis. The chapter begins with 

discussing the user-centric design approach and the usability. Then, promising NFC applications 

and the key use-cases are introduced to explore the usage of NFC in general. Finally, a brief 

overview of a typical NFC ecosystem and ecosystem players are presented.  

3.1 User-centric design (UCD)  

“It is not a rocket science, it’s social science” – Clement Mok, Designer, Macintosh.  

Nielsen in his paper (Nielsen, 1992) mentioned “Only good intentions are not enough”. He 

probably wanted to address the importance of a proper and systematic use of usability 

engineering methods while designing a software application; only good intentions are not 

enough, though. He again mentioned in the same paper that the very first step towards a usability 

process is to know the intended users (Nielsen, 1992). In order to do that, the thesis followed the 

user-centric design (UCD) approach that grounds the process in information about the people 

who will use the product. The UCD approach focuses on users through the planning, design, and 

the development of a software product. Therefore, there was a definite importance of 

understanding and identifying the end-user requirements for wallet services from the very early 

stage of the research. 

Usability is one of the key parts of a user-centric design approach. It considers the usability 

issues of an application interface, verifying the ease of use and the acceptability of the 

application to a group of users (Holzinger, 2005). Usability also determines the attributes such as 

user performance, user satisfaction, and ease-of-learning the interface of the application. 

 According to Gould and Lewis (1985), there are three key principles of user-centric design—

focus early on the users and tasks, empirical measurement, and iterative design. Early focus 

means to understand the users, their behaviour, and the nature of work they wish to perform 

(Gould & Lewis, 1985). Empirical measurement collects data from real simulations or testing of 

the functional prototypes of the design. Finally, the iterative design is the process of making 

changes in the prototypes according to the testing results; and the testing and iteration continues 

until the design gets acceptable to users.  
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This thesis considers early focus to the end-users and thus analysis of empirical data. 

However, iterative design was not considered due to time constraint. 

3.2 NFC Applications 

NFC technology is indeed very promising in various ways, especially for its intuitive user 

interaction capabilities. Unfortunately, like any other technological inventions, there has been 

some hype about NFC in the recent years (Ondrus & Pigneur, 2009), although true commercial 

NFC services are yet to take off. Nonetheless, it was important to identify the potential areas for 

NFC mobile services at the beginning of the thesis. This section describes the key NFC use-

cases identified by NFC Forum. 

The primary use of NFC phones is often considered for payment, transportation, and access 

control services (Falke et al., 2007). There were various trials projects around the world in the 

past years to find out the potentials of NFC applications18 19. Figure 6 below shows the 

summarized high-level use-cases of NFC services in two modes: passive (card emulation mode) 

and active (peer-to-peer and master/slave mode). 

 

Brief descriptions of the use-cases: 

• Payment (Banking): NFC payment denotes all kinds of payments that are currently possible 

by physical smart cards as well as to withdraw money from ATM booths. Few examples can 

be pay at shops, pay traffic fares etc. 

 

• Ticketing: Public transport tickets, airline tickets, movie theatre tickets, concert tickets etc. 

can all be considered in the NFC ticketing solution domain. Contactless transport tickets and 

airline tickets, e.g., JAL20 are already available; however, integration of NFC with 

contactless tickets would bring forward an efficient and enhanced user interaction. 

 

• Access Control: Access control implies an authorized access for a person or a group of 

people to a specific place. For example, access to offices for employees, access to schools 

for students, access to apartments etc. 

 

                                                      
18 http://www.nfc-forum.org/resources/white_papers/SMSC_liberty_equality_mobility.pdf 
19 http://www.vivotech.com/newsroom/press_releases/HSBC_release.asp 
20 http://www.sony.net/Products/felica/business/data/FeliCa_E.pdf 
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• Identity: e-Passports, national ID cards, driving licenses etc. which are often considered as 

identity documents, can also be stored in the secure section of the NFC phones. Just a wave 

or touch to the contactless reader can transfer the secure identity information, for example, to 

an airport immigration officer. 

 

• Signature:  Signing an email, a document, and/or an internet payment is possible using the 

NFC mobile phone. The secure payment application can work as a typical card reader and 

thus can generate one time secure codes in online or offline mode. However, a GUI 

application is required to control the process. 

 

 

 

• Loyalty services:  It is common nowadays that different shops or companies provide 

discount cards or gift cards containing credits to purchase. Carrying a lot of these smart 

Wallet services userWallet services user

Any kinds of debit/credit
card payment and 
purchase

Transport ticket,airlines
ticket, concert ticket etc.

Office access, home 
access, or library 
access etc.

e-Passport, National ID
card, Driving license

Sign an email, sign an 
internet payment.

Promotional cards, gift 
cards from various 
companies

Exchange business 
cards between two 
NFC devices

Read NFCTags or 
read/write mode

Card emulation mode

Banking

Ticketing

Access Control

Identity

Signature

Loyalty

Active mode

Master-Slave

Peer-to-Peer

Figure 6: Key use-cases of NFC 
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cards is often cumbersome; an NFC secure element can contain all these cards as 

applications, allowing users to delete them anytime later. 

 

• Peer to peer: Two NFC devices can exchange data (up to one kilobyte), for example, a 

business card. However, a common peer-to-peer scenario is when NFC is used to establish 

another connection, like Bluetooth. For example, when a user wants to print pictures from 

his/her NFC phone; just touch the phone to an NFC enabled printer, and a Bluetooth 

connection is used to transfer the files (Preuss, 2009). 

 

• Read-Write (Master-Slave):  In the mode, an NFC phone can be able to read and write to 

NFC tags. For example, an NFC tag at a bus stop can allow a traveller to view the bus 

timetables by just touching his/her NFC phone to the tag.  

3.3 NFC Mobile Ecosystem 

This section discusses the NFC mobile ecosystem in brief, which is required to understand how 

the wallet framework and the wallet applications shall be provisioned to the phone. This 

ecosystem can be considered as a complex marketplace where various entities play significant 

roles for providing secure NFC services to the end-users. The ecosystem players mainly aim to 

provide services based on card-emulation mode (see section 2.1), such as payment, ticketing, 

loyalty etc. 

There is much work, white papers, and discussions available about NFC business models. 

Legal issues are also greatly considered by the ecosystem entities. However, those are not 

relevant to discuss here. Readers are requested to refer to GSMA (GSM Association), 

GlobalPlatform(GP), NFC Forum whitepapers and various academic works (e.g. Madlmayr, 

Langer, & Scharinger, 2008). 

There can be various ways to view the NFC ecosystem – in general Mobile Network 

Operator (MNO) issues the UICC (i.e. secure element) to the subscribers and carries the 

ownership of the UICC. Service providers offer their contactless services (i.e. secure 

applications) over the air (OTA) and through a Trusted Service Manager (TSM) service to the 

UICC in the phone. In the case of wallet applications, service providers can use the same OTA 

channel to push the wallet applications to the phone but not in the UICC. However, the TSM 

service may not be required while pushing the wallet applications to the phone. The brief details 

of the main entities are as follows: 
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� Customer: 

Customers are the heart of the NFC ecosystem. They carry an NFC mobile device which 

is equipped with a connection (UICC) from a mobile operator or a removable secure 

element (i.e. flash memory). Customers subscribe to various NFC services, for example, 

just filling out a form and the service is provisioned with in a day (both the secure 

application and the wallet application) in their NFC phones over the air (OTA). This 

gives minimum troubles to customers to enable and disable services. Customers can also 

unsubscribe services and the applications are removed over the air (OTA). In case the 

phone is stolen, just one phone call would block the UICC. 

 

� Mobile Network Operators (MNOs)  

Mobile network operators (MNOs) provide various services – supply the UICC, provide 

network infrastructure for secure OTA delivery of applications (both the wallet and the 

SE application), providing data connectivity to end-users, authenticating the users as 

requested by the SPs etc. 

 

� Trusted Service Manager (TSM) 

The security and the standard of the secure application are maintained by a TSM server 

which works in the centre between service providers (SPs), MNOs, and the Phone. 

Therefore, customers do not need to worry about the security of the SE applications. 

However, the TSM is not only a connection point but also has many other functions as 

defined by GP and the GSMA (“Mobile NFC technical guidelines v2.0,” 2007): 

– Managing a trusted execution environment in the secure element for the  

   secure applications. 

 – Secure downloading of applications to an NFC phone. 

 – Managing keys for the trusted execution environment. 

 – Locking, unlocking, and deleting applications as per request by SPs. 

 – Personalizing applications. 

 

� Service Providers (SPs): 

The Service Provider (SP) provides contactless services to the customers (e.g. banks, 

transport companies, loyalty cards owners etc.). According to GP specifications, SPs 

follow GP standards to develop secure applications, which are later verified by a TSM 

and provisioned in a SE of the phone. However, SPs can use OTA delivery too to push 

the wallet applications to the customers’ handsets once secure applications are installed. 
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The following diagram (Figure 7) shows a simplified view of NFC ecosystem (commercial 

aspects are not considered at all). At the top, SPs, MNOs, and TSM play the main roles. 

Customers are connected to SPs, MNOs, and POS (Point of Sale) machines.  Users carry NFC 

phone that communicates with the contactless reader machines (POS).  

 

Figure 7: A simplified view of NFC ecosystem 

 

At the bottom of the above diagram, numerous roles players can actively participate in the NFC 

ecosystem, for example, NFC chip manufacturers, NFC phone manufacturers etc. NFC 

ecosystem can be very complex in reality, since the ownership and the security of the secure 

element is a big issue, however, the main goal would be to offer safe, reliable contactless 

services to the users. 
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Chapter 4  

Objectives and Methodology 

The goals of this thesis are already explained in section 1.4 of the introduction chapter. This 

chapter elaborates on these goals to set the concrete objectives that were possible to accomplish 

within the time period of this thesis. Then the research methodologies are explained in details. 

Methodologies aim to tell the readers what proper formulations or methods were suitable to 

acquire and analyse the information required for a particular step of this thesis.  

4.1 Objectives 

As discussed in section 1.4, the goals of this thesis were to identify a minimal but adequate set of 

user interaction functionalities, design an application development framework that includes 

support for that minimal set of requirements to interact with the end-users, and a formal usability 

evaluation of the wallet applications. Therefore, the following objectives are set to achieve the 

goals: 

A. Identifying the interaction primitives 

The initial objective of this thesis focused on identifying a minimal set of interaction 

functionalities required by the wallet applications to interact with the end-users. So far no one 

has attempted a formal study in the NFC mobile services arena to identify such a minimal set of 

requirements and its mapping to the available data in a secure element(s). For this purpose, a 

user study was conducted among groups of potential users. Later, a thorough study was done to 

identify the interesting available key-data in the secure element applications. 

 

B. Designing an interoperable framework 

The next objective was to design an interoperable application development framework. The 

framework should be portable among various phone platforms and include support for the initial 

objective. The framework provides a set of APIs to access native phone resources and most 

importantly, accessing the secure application data. However, there are complexities and various 

constrain too in order to design such a framework. Chapter 7 explains all of these issues while 

designing the framework architecture.  
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C. Applicability and evaluation of the interface 

The final objective was to find the applicability of the requirements identified while 

accomplishing the first objective, and to evaluate the user interface with its minimal UI 

functionalities to find usability issues. 

4.2 Research methodology 

The overall research methodology can be explained in the following phases: 
 

� Inception 

� User study and requirements analysis 

� Framework design  

� User evaluation 

 

      4.2.1  Inception 

The goal of the inception phase was to understand the NFC mobile services based on both 

academic and non-academic literatures. The understanding includes the NFC standards, 

protocols, application development, NFC ecosystem etc. Once a clear understanding of the NFC 

technical areas and its potentials was obtained, the problem of developing multiple wallet 

applications was investigated. This required studying the feasibility of the solutions in recent 

works. The research topic of this thesis is relatively new and none in academia has so far 

investigated the author’s concern. Even so research in NFC is quite mature and the NFC related 

papers started publishing from the beginning of 2005 (Ozdenizci, Aydin, Coskun, & Kerem, 

2010). Ozdenizci et al. (2010) very carefully investigated the published works in the NFC arena. 

This thesis considered the work by Ozdenizci et al. (2010) to search further works related within 

NFC. In summary, academic publications, whitepapers, and technical specifications which can 

be used to draw conclusions were considered for this stage. Primarily, KTH library e-resources21 

and search engines, for instance, scholar.google.com22 were considered to find relevant 

literatures using various key-words, e.g., “nfc application”, “application development 

framework” etc. The references and citations found in the relevant literatures were used further 

to find additional material.  

      4.2.2  User study and requirements analysis 

A user study was the first step to explore the minimal set of user interaction functionalities that 

was one of the goals to achieve for this thesis. There exists many well established methods to 

                                                      
21 http://www.lib.kth.se/main/eng/e-resources.asp 
22 http://scholar.google.com/ 
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conduct a user study, but due to time limitation the study was chosen in the form of discussions 

with the intended users. This is formally known as Intense Interviewing (Consolvo, Arnstein, & 

Franza, 2002). The motivation for choosing this study method was that it takes less time and 

allows asking users questions and to explore their subjective views. This interview method 

allowed tailoring the questions to the interviewee based on their answers. The interview sessions 

lasted around 90 minutes. A book Understanding your users (Courage & Baxter, 2005) was read 

and considered at this stage.  

The second part was to identify the key-data available in a SE of an NFC phone. Here, 

various specifications, for example, payment specifications, ticketing specifications etc. for the 

secure element application development were reviewed to find out the key-data available that are 

interesting to visualize to the end-users. In addition, two companies involved in NFC ticketing 

and access control business in Sweden were interviewed.  The interviewees were mainly 

technical managers who have adequate technical knowledge about smart card application 

development. They were given enough freedom to address the issues they experienced regarding 

technicalities. These interviews lasted around 70 to 90 minutes. Chapter 6 brings the details 

about this part of the thesis. 

 

      4.2.3 Framework design 

One of the goals of this thesis was to design a wallet framework in order to facilitate 

interoperable wallet application development that includes support for the minimal user 

interaction functionalities identified in chapter 6. Since a lightweight framework design targeting 

various platforms is a complex process, various existing frameworks and APIs were reviewed. 

Initially, Framework Design Guidelines book by Cwalina and Abrams (2005), How to Design a 

Good API and Why it Matters  by Bloch (2006), and various online resources relating mobile 

frameworks or framework design were considered to obtain the required information. After that, 

the idea of the framework design was divided into smaller problems and researched further. The 

concept of the framework was coded in a high-level language—in Java and tested further in 

Android platform. Later, two prototype applications were developed based on the framework 

design and the UI functionalities identified in chapter 6 to show a proof-of-concept.  

While designing the framework and the prototypes, works related to usability guidelines for 

mobile devices were searched and reviewed. Android platform was the chosen for the 

implementation because of its open-source nature and rich set of native APIs support. 
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      4.2.4 Prototype evaluation 

Usability evaluation for the prototypes was the last phase of this thesis work. The goal was to 

find usability issues in the interface and how well the identified UI functionalities obtained from 

inception phase suits the user needs. Usability testing in the form of a Think Aloud method was 

chosen for the evaluation process. Various available books in usability engineering and academic 

papers were considered at this stage from the author’s previous knowledge. For instance, User 

Interface Design: A Software Engineering Perspective (Lauesen, 2005), Usability Inspection 

Methods (Jakob Nielsen, 1994), The Usability Engineering Life Cycle (J. Nielsen, 1992), New 

techniques for usability evaluation of mobile systems (Kjeldskov & Stage, 2004) etc. 
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Chapter 5  

Literature Reviews 

The research scope and approach of this thesis is relatively new, and consequently, no strongly 

relevant scientific works, that address the problems this thesis, were identified. However, there 

are previous works ( Benyó, András Vilmos, Fördös, Sódor, & Kovács, 2009; Madlmayr et al., 

2008) that address the issues about the NFC ecosystem and the services, business models, 

security etc. Apart from this, some works  (Anokwa et al., 2007; Antoniou & Varadan, 2007; 

Geven, Strassl, Ferro, Tscheligi, & Schwab, 2007; Rukzio, Broll, & Wetzstein, 2008)  discuss 

about user interaction models or usability issues of the NFC applications. These resources were 

considered in this chapter and primarily divided into two parts: academic and non-academic.  

5.1 Academic resources 

Benyo et al. (2010) presents a generalized approach to NFC application development that is 

apparently the only related work to this thesis available in academia although the approach is 

quite different. Their work proposed a framework that allows storing data, connection to the 

external world and a scripting language. However, the framework covers the provision of both 

the secure element and MIDlet (e.g. wallet GUI) applications, and provides secure environment 

in the phone. The design does not discuss the interoperability issue of wallet applications and 

how to design a framework that covers a wide range of phone platforms. Also, the centralized 

management of wallet applications is not considered in this paper. Finally, only Java-based 

solution approach is visible in their work. On the other hand, this thesis wants to investigate a 

complete solution only for developing wallet applications—SE application development and 

provisioning is already standardized and is not considered in this thesis. There is a need 

(discussed in section 1.1) of an application development framework and execution environment 

for the wallet applications; this is where Benyo et al.’s work differs from this thesis. 

An earlier study by Benyo et al. (2007) discusses the design issues of the NFC based 

applications. The authors identified the interoperability problem of the wallet applications that 

this thesis also addressed in section 1.1. They propose that a neutral technology platform that 

needs to be designed in order to make NFC technology handset independent. However, no true 

solution or evaluation is visible in their work. Also, their solution approach is different from this 

thesis and only considers a Java specific solution. 
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Cole et al. (2009) discuss a conceptual design of mobile digital wallet services and the design 

considerations required. Their work initially discusses the role players in the ecosystem, and 

based on these role players authors proposed a set of design considerations required to achieve 

digital wallet services. Later authors also discussed a conceptual centralized wallet management 

system and its components. Some of the proposed design considerations for the wallet services 

can be extended for this thesis as well while designing a Wallet Container discussed in chapter 7. 

Ghiron, Sposato, Medaglia, and Moroni (2009) discuss a prototype and the usability issues of 

a NFC ticketing solution. They have designed a ticketing solution without considering the NFC 

ecosystem. The research adopted the usability guidelines from another work (Koskela, 

Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila, & Lehti, 2004) and presented summarized requirements for designing 

mobile phone user interface. This thesis considers some of the usability guidelines from Ghiron 

et al.’s work while developing the wallet prototypes. However, Ghiron et al.’s does not discuss 

how they have collected the user requirements for the ticketing prototype and the technicalities 

of SE communication. Therefore Ghiron et al.’s work definitely lacks identifying a minimal set 

of user requirements and understanding the technicalities on various phone platforms which this 

thesis aims to achieve. 

 Various other works were studied and considered at different stages of this thesis: VTT 

Research notes for NFC (Touch the Future with a Smart Touch, 2009); The Physical Mobile 

Interaction Framework (Rukzio et al., 2008) while designing the wallet framework; The 

Usability Engineering life cycle (Nielsen, 1992) for the usability guidelines while developing 

prototype wallet applications; UI design: a software engineering perspective (Lauesen, 2005) for 

usability evaluation of the wallet applications; API design guidelines (Bloch, 2006) for designing 

the wallet framework APIs; Framework design guidelines (Cwalina & Abrams, 2005) was 

studied extensively and partially considered for designing the framework; Dynamo: amazon’s 

highly available key-value store (Hastorun et al., 2007) for Storage API etc. 

5.2 Non-academic resources 

The Human Chain23 has published a white paper describing how to make the mobile wallet a 

success (“Making Mobile Wallets a Success,” 2009) and covers a range of issues from business 

to user experience for mobile wallets; and thus gave a very good start for the author to think of 

mobile wallet services. 

The EMV specification for payment systems (“EMVCo Book 3 v4.2,” 2008) defines 

standards for communication between the payment smart cards and readers. This specification is 

                                                      
23 http://www.thehumanchain.com/about.htm 
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widely used in payment and banking industry. However, the interesting part of this document is 

that it talks about the available data in a payment smart card application. One of the goals of this 

thesis was to identify key-data available in a SE and with the help of this specification they were 

identified although only for payment applications. The specification is freely available for 

download24.  

In summary, the approach of this thesis is different from the previous works; rather than just 

analysing a single NFC service for a single platform, this thesis wants to generalize the idea of 

developing wallet applications for various platforms. Secure element application development is 

out of scope of this thesis which has rigorously discussed and researched in the past. This thesis 

argues that instead of developing multiple wallet applications, service providers can deploy a 

single wallet application on various platforms using the framework support. This approach also 

has the benefit of supporting the creation of uniform and consistent designed wallet applications 

across various platforms. 

                                                      
24 http://www.emvco.com/specifications.aspx?id=155 
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Chapter 6  

Requirements Analysis 

This purpose of this chapter is to collect the user interaction requirements for the wallet 

applications and to include support for these requirements in the wallet application framework. 

The chapter starts with a user study where all user needs for some particular NFC services are 

identified. Then possible data available in the secure element applications are also investigated 

by reviewing available technical specifications. Finally user needs are mapped to the secure 

element data, where possible. 

6.1 Limiting the Research Scope 

Primarily, Payment, Ticketing, and Access Control have the potentials as being the primary 

services for the NFC mobile ecosystem as shown in various pilot projects (Falke et al., 2007) . In 

order to limit the scope of investigation and having more space in time, this thesis only considers 

these three use cases for further investigation.  

6.2 User Study 

It is very clear from a typical NFC ecosystem (see section 3.3) that end-users are the main 

interest for all entities in the ecosystem. Therefore, there is a great need to provide an enriching 

NFC mobile interaction experience to the end-users. The first step in this process was to identify 

the intended users and their requirements, which was done in the form of a user study. This 

section discusses method, setting, and the results of user study. 

6.2.1 Methodology  

This sub section discusses the methodologies followed during the user study, i.e., how the users 

were selected, how the study was conducted, and the data collection procedure. 

The user study was conducted with the potential NFC wallet users in the form of intense 

interviewing (Consolvo et al., 2002). Since the idea of a mobile wallet was relatively new to the 

users when this thesis was carried out, informal discussions about each of the usage scenarios 

helped them to understand the typical usage. Collecting their feedbacks was therefore relatively 

easy. 
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Identifying the intended users for the NFC mobile services is not difficult; however, 

identifying the users who are able to understand such abstract scenarios and therefore can 

provide valuable feedback, was the crafty part. Selection process was divided into two parts:  

• Users—a total of four groups of users were chosen, each group having two persons who 

knew each other. Of the eight users, half of them were smart phone users and busy 

professionals working at Ericsson, and the other half were University students. 

Each of the discussion sessions was carried out approximately 60 – 90 min. Furthermore, each 

session was divided into three parts based on three NFC use cases: Payment, Access Control, 

and Ticketing. A set of test scenarios was identified before the user study (refer to Appendix A 

for the list of scenarios). Finally, the motivation for discussing in a group of two users—who 

knew each other quite well—was that they can trigger each other during the discussion and 

provide better feedback. Qualitative data or the subjective views of the users about the wallet 

applications were collected during the discussions in the form of written notes. 

6.2.2 Results 

This section describes the summarized results found during the user study. The following 4x3 

matrix (Table 1) shows the subjective views of each of the user groups based on the three use 

cases: 

Table 1: Summarized results from the user study 

Users Payment Ticketing Access Control 

Gr-1 

 
� Account statistics- 

purchase history and 
balance 

� Want to save important 
purchase receipts 

� A master PIN to login to 
the application. 

� Account and credit card 
info 

� Ticket validity 
� Proper feedback before 

ticket expires 
� Purchase ticket quickly 
� No feedback needed 

while entry to metro 
stations. 

� Want to transfer ticket 
 

 
� Do not want apartment 

access in the phone, 
don’t feel safe 

� Want to see the map of 
access locations 

� Want to change PIN 
code 

� Request an access to a 
new room or place. 

Gr-2 

 
� Account statistics – 

purchase and balance 
� Want to change PIN 

codes 
� Want to save all receipts 
� No advertisements 
� Would be great if can be 

used for Sign in to 
internet banking 
 

 
� Mainly ticket validity 
� Proper feedback before 

ticket expires 
� Purchase ticket by an 

SMS probably 
� Want to save purchase 

receipts 

 
� Want to see the access 

area/buildings info 
� Validity dates for access 

areas or the card 
� Want to change PIN 

code 
� Transfer ownership for a 

limited time to someone 

Gr-3 

 
� Purchase history and 

account balance.  
� It would be great if allows 

to save receipts 
� Account and credit card 

information. 
 

 
� Ticket validity is a must 
� Purchase ticket quickly 
� Want feedback before 

ticket expires 
� Want to see schedules 

and boarding details for 
air tickets 

 
� Want to see map of 

access areas on the 
screen 

� Want to request new 
access through the 
application 
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Users Payment Ticketing Access Control 

� Changing PIN code 

Gr-4 

 
� Purchase history and 

account balance 
� Account and card 

information 
� Would be great if can be 

used for Sign in to 
internet banking 

 
� Ticket validity and 

access zone information 
� Want to buy ticket very 

by an SMS and thus 
update travel 
information 

� Want feedback before 
ticket expires 

� Want to save purchase 
receipts 

 
� Better if access areas 

are shown on map 
� Access expiry dates 
� Would be nice if can 

transfer ownership of 
home access 

� Request new access 
would be nice too. 

 

6.2.3 Discussion 

During the interview sessions, users were explained about the various NFC interaction scenarios 

and later asked what functionalities they want from their future NFC wallet applications. Groups 

were encouraged to discuss among themselves before providing feedbacks in order to allow 

them think and share each other’s thoughts. The above table summarizes the interview results. 

However, at the end of each session, groups were asked about the look and feel they expect from 

the wallet applications. Most of the users wanted a very simple and easy to access interface, that 

is, the interface must reduce their cognitive load of interaction. Users prefer not to dig into each 

function to find out more details, that is, reducing the number of clicks. Users pointed out that 

mostly they will use wallet applications whilst they are on the go; therefore minimizing human 

interaction allows better interaction satisfaction. 
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6.3 Empirical Data  

This section discusses necessary data and the user interaction functionalities required for the 

wallet applications to interact with the end-users. In this section, actual data means the data that 

resides in the secure element (SE) and user interaction data means the functions required for user 

interactions. User interaction functionalities which were identified earlier (see section 6.2) are 

presented as low level use-cases in the next sub-section. Primarily, literature reviews, user-study, 

and the author’s own findings helped to construct this section. Identifying empirical data is very 

important for the thesis in order to include their support in the wallet framework. 

This section is divided into two parts: actual data available in SE and user interaction 

functionalities. Nonetheless, not all the actual data are interesting for the users to interact with; 

only the ones required by the user interaction functionalities were considered.  

6.3.1 User Interaction (UI) Data – Use-Cases: 

Table 2: Low-level use-cases for Payment 

 

Use-Cases for Payment 

 

Description 

Account balance Users can view their current account balance or credit limits 
available in his credit or debit card.  

Purchase history 
Recent purchase histories should be available in the wallet 

application. 

Access region information For certain cards, access for the card if often limited. This function 
allows users to view the access restrictions. 

Account details information Information like account number, account name, account type etc. 

should be available in the wallet applications. 

Credit card information Issuer’s name and address, card number, important contact 
numbers etc. are made visible in the applications 

Change PIN code Users can change card PIN code- a four digit number 

Internet banking security 
codes 

Secure element application can allow the users to generate one time 
sign-in password for internet banking 

Application settings Make the card as default for payments, activate or deactivate the 
card, save payment receipts etc. settings are allowed in the 
application 

Feedbacks options User can select what kind of feedback they want during payments 

 

Table 3: Low-level use-cases for Access control 

 

Use cases for Access 
Control 

 

Description 

Access credentials Users can view their access permissions to different places or rooms 

Validity and schedules Validity for the credentials and schedules for accessing them are 
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made available 

Card information Issuer’s name and address, owners name, application validity are 
made available for the users in the wallet application 

Recent access dates Users can view recent access date and time 

Change the PIN code Users can change card PIN code- a four digit number 

Transfer access ownership Users can transfer access to someone else, if allowed. For e.g. for 
home access for wife 

Request a new credential Users can request new access to a particular place using the 
application. 

 

Table 4: Low-level use-cases for Ticketing 

 

Use-Cases for Ticketing 

 

Description 

Ticket Information Travel validity date, access zone information are made available in 

the application 

Recent access Users can view recent travel access dates and times 

Purchase new ticket Users can buy a new ticket and will be loaded automatically (by 
SMS) 

Change application settings Users can save receipt, can select what kind of feedback want to get 
before ticket expires, or even allow the application to buy ticket 
automatically 

Transport card information Users can view card issuer’s name and contact information etc. 

Schedules for the access For airlines tickets – users can view travel date, boarding time etc.  

 

6.3.2 Data available in a Secure Element (SE) 

Actual data in a secure element (SE) denotes that data that resides inside a SE and is required 

during the communication with the contactless reader or in this case with the wallet GUI 

applications. These data are binary and follows different representation standards, for example, 

payment SE widely follows the EMV specification for the data presentation and communication. 

Described by Smart Card Alliance (“Smart Card Standards,” n d), there are various standards for 

different regions to the data representation inside a SE. It needs to be mentioned that a smart 

cards can itself have different standards, for example, Java Card, MIFARE etc. (see section 2.2 

for details). Payment SE applications are mainly based on Java Card because of its security 

features whereas ticketing or access control applications widely use MIFARE cards. However, 

this thesis only focuses on the widely used specifications to find out minimum set of key-data for 

payment, access control, and ticketing use-cases.  
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Key-data available in a Payment SE 

The following descriptions of the payment SE data notations and references are implicitly taken 

from the EMV integrated circuit card specification (“EMVCo Book 3 v4.2,” 2008) for payment 

smart cards. It needs to be clear that payment data means both debit and credit card data. More 

details about EMVCo are discussed in section 2.3.2. Table 5 below lists the available key-data 

for payment SE which are interesting for a wallet application to visualize to the end-users 

(“EMVCo Book 3 v4.2,” 2008). 

 

Table 5: Secure Element data for payment applications 

Available Data Description 

Application Currency Describes the currency in which the account is managed. 

Application Effective date Date from which application can be used or will be activated. 

Application Expiry Date Defines the date after which application expires. 

Application Identifier (AID) Identifies the application as described in ISO/IEC7816-5
25
 

Application Preferred Name Preferred name associated with AID. 

Application Primary Account 
Number(PAN) 

A valid account number of the card holder. 

Application Usage Control 
Restricts the card holder to use the application with in a certain 
geographic location. 

Application Version Number 
Version number assigned for the application. It is used during 
transaction by terminal to match. 

Application Transaction 
Counter(ATC) 

An incrementing counter maintained by ICC for each transaction. 

Bank Identifier Code(BIC) Uniquely identifies a bank defined in ISO. 

Card Holder Name  Name of the card holder. 

International Bank Account 
Number (IBAN) 

Uniquely identifies the customer bank account number. 

Integrated Circuit Card(ICC) 
Public Key Certificate 

ICC public key certificate by issuer. 

Issuer Country Code Indicates the country code of the issuing bank. 

Issuer Identification Number Identifies the issuer and that forms the first part of PAN. 

Issuer URL The URL provides the URL of the issuer’s library server on the internet. 

Last Online Application 
Transaction Counter (ATC) 

ATC value of the last transaction that went online. 

Personal Identification 
Number (PIN) Try counter 

Number of PIN tries remaining. 

 

                                                      
25 http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail?csnumber=34259 
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Key data in a Ticketing SE 

Like payments, various ticketing (mainly transport tickets) standards are available for data 

presentation in a SE and the communication with a contactless reader. For example, Sweden and 

Denmark follows the RKF Standard26 for public transports based on MIFARE classic cards. 

Therefore, actual data in the transport tickets may vary due to different standards but this thesis 

assumes that primary key-data should be the same for all standards. However, to explore further 

details a formal discussion with Modul-System AB27, a contactless ticketing solution company, 

was conducted.  The APTA standard for contactless fare cards28 was reviewed rigorously in this 

phase. Table 6 below summarizes actual available data in a transport SE application. Personal 

information such as name, address, identification data etc. is discouraged to store inside the 

application but that can always vary according to issuing country’s law: 

Table 6: Ticketing SE data 

 

Available Data 

 

Description 

Country ID This field identifies the country where the application is issued. 

Region ID Identifies the region in a country where the application is intended to 
used for. Multiple regions can be defined. 

Issuer ID Identifies the issuer’s unique ID in a country 

Application Validity Date This field identifies the application’s start and end date. Within this 
validity date user can load and use ticket 

Ticket Validity Date Identifies the period that is valid for travel. 

Profile Language Determine the language of the application. 

Last Access Determines the last access date and time. 

Application Identifier (AID) Identifies the application uniquely when communicates with an 

application reader. 

Application Preferred Name A preferred name associated with AID. 

Application Signature Signature algorithm and hash that determines the security Key 
required while communicating with an external reader. 

 

Key Data in an Access Control SE 

Unfortunately, there is no such widely available standard found for this use-case. Therefore, a 

common set of data present in payment or ticketing standards, for example, an application 

identifier (AID), issuer key etc. were considered for an access control secure application. 

                                                      
26 http://www.svenskkollektivtrafik.se/Resekortet/English/ 
27 http://www.modulsystem.se/Start.aspx 
28 http://www.aptastandards.com/Documents/PublishedStandards/UTFS/tabid/191/language/en-US/Default.aspx 
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However, access control needs additional information inside the secure application to meet 

different access security requirements. In this part, a formal discussion with an access control 

provider company—Telcred29, that offers contactless access control solution, was conducted. 

Their feedback along with different specification reviews, a set of key-data in an access control 

SE are summarized in table 7. 

Table 7: Key data in an access control SE 

 

Available Data 

 

Description 

Application Identifier (AID) Identifies an application uniquely 

Application Preferred Name A preferred name associated with AID 

Application Validity Date Identifies the application’s start and end date, which does not 

necessary have any relation with User credential validity. 

User Credentials Identifies number of credentials user holds, for e.g., access to different 

buildings 

User Credentials Validity Identifies validity for each of the user credentials. 

PIN Info PIN code that is required to access credential after normal business 

hours. 

User Policies User can hold different policies to access different places at different 

times. Each policy can have different user groups as well 

Policy Validity Identifies validity dates for each of policies a user holds. 

Last Access Determines the last access date and time 

Application Signature Signature algorithm and hash that determines the Key 

 

6.3.3 Mapping between Use-Cases and Actual Data 

The purpose of this sub-section is to map the use-cases described in section 6.3.1 to the actual 

key-data in a secure element application, i.e., which of the use-cases can access data in a secure 

element. The mechanisms to access SE data are taken care by the wallet framework which is 

discussed in the chapter 7. However, the data which are not available in the secure element can 

be accessed from the back-end systems by wallet applications using a HTTP connection.  Below 

tables (Table – 8, 9, 10) present such mappings for the three use-cases. 

 

 

                                                      
29 http://www.telcred.com/ 
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Table 8: Mapping between use-cases and SE data for Payment 

Use-Cases for Payment Data Available in SE 
Data available in Back-end 

Systems 

Account Balance No Yes, required to access back end 
system 

Purchase History No Yes, required to access back end 
systems 

Access region information Yes Not required 

Account details information Yes, but depends on service 
providers 

May require to access back-end 
systems 

Credit/Debit card information Yes Yes 

Change PIN code No Yes, and required to access 

Internet banking security code 
random generation 

Yes, some part Require to access back-end 
systems also. 

Change application settings Yes, some part (e.g. 
application activate or 
deactivate) 

Require to access back-end 
systems also. 

Feedback options Not required Not required, such functionality 
should be available in the wallet 
application. 

 

Table 9: Mapping between use-cases and SE data for Access Control 

 

Use-Cases for Access Control 

 

Data Available in SE 

 

Data Available in Internet 

Access credentials Yes Not required 

Credentials validity and 
schedules 

Yes Not required 

Access card information Yes May require to access back-end 
system. 

Last access time and date Yes (not always) May require to access back-end 
system. 

Change PIN code No Yes, and required to access back 
end system 

Transfer ownership of the 
access 

No Yes, and required to access back 
end system 

Request a new credential or 
access 

No Yes, and required to access back 
end system 

 

Table 10: Mapping between Use-cases and SE data for Ticketing 

 

Use-Cases for Ticketing 

 

Data Available in SE 

 

Data Available in Internet 

Ticket or travel information Yes May need to retrieve some 
information, e.g., access visual map 

Recent access time and date Yes (depends on providers) May also required to access 
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Purchase a new ticket No Yes, send SMS to buy and will be 
loaded over the air (OTA) 

Change  application settings Yes, some part (e.g. 
application activate or 
deactivate) 

May require to access back-end 
system. 

Transport or ticket card 
information 

Yes (depends on service 
providers) 

May require to access back-end 
system. 

Travel schedules (e.g. for 
airlines tickets) 

Yes May require to access back-end 
system. 

Feedback options No Not required, change should be 
available locally in the wallet 
application 

 

6.4 Conclusion 

This chapter described the user study of eight (8) people and identifies user interaction 

functionalities required by the end-users. This summarized result is considered as minimal and 

adequate for the wallet services to interact with end-users. The mapping of the identified user 

interaction functionalities to the secure element data shows that, the wallet applications need to 

access secure element data and data from back-end systems. Therefore the framework needs to 

include support for such application programming interface (API) in its design. Finally, based on 

this empirical evidence of this chapter, the UI functionalities identified can be interesting by the 

wallet service developers who are attempting to identify end-user needs in the future. The next 

chapter discusses the framework architecture and its components in details.  
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Chapter 7  

Framework Design 

The significant and challenging part of the thesis was to research and design the mobile wallet 

framework in order to achieve one of the goals of the thesis. This chapter discusses the proposed 

framework design, how the goals were confronted, what problems were discovered, and how 

they were solved while designing the framework. 

 

7.1 Overview 

The mobile wallet framework consists of application programming interfaces (APIs) and an 

application execution environment for mobile wallet applications, targeting various mobile-

phone platforms. It is very legitimate to ask why not developing native applications for each 

platform. The answer is that service providers would need to develop separate wallet 

applications for each of the phone platforms in order to reach a wide range of users. This 

approach is tedious for small service providers in terms development cost and support for 

various phone models. 

On the other hand, a wallet framework aggregates and abstracts all the underlying 

technicalities to develop wallet applications in order to visualize and manage secure applications. 

Furthermore, this thesis researched and investigated a minimal set of user interaction 

functionalities, i.e., use-cases required for the mobile wallet applications (discussed in chapter 6) 

and includes development support for those use-cases in the wallet framework. Therefore, 

service providers (and developers) do not have to reinvestigate the user needs; and most 

importantly, wallet interaction functionalities of applications would have a uniform look and feel 

among same kinds of services.  

This thesis argues for a user-centric wallet framework design because wallet application 

should care about the user needs considering that users are often on the go, are not passionate, 

and only require as much information as needed for a successful interaction. Currently, there 

exists no such application development framework that scientifically investigated user 

requirements and the underlying technicalities on various mobile platforms. Therefore, the wallet 

framework aims to support the development and dissemination of usable mobile wallet 

applications in the near future that would definitely enrich user interactions with NFC cell 
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phones in the coming days. Before moving into design details, the following goals are defined 

for the framework to achieve: 

� Interoperable: applications developed on the top of wallet framework would be portable 

on major phone platforms.  

� Lightweight: underlying implementation of the framework should take very little phone 

resources, e.g., storage, memory etc. and therefore can be easily deployable on low 

resourceful phones. Therefore this goal sets wallet applications to be light-weight. 

� User-centric: the framework design deliberately considers user requirements that were 

identified during preliminary user study in chapter 6. 

The following diagram (Figure 8) shows the proposed architecture of the wallet framework. 

The very top of the diagram shows various mobile wallet applications representing one of the 

secure chip applications. In the middle-part, the application development framework provides a 

set of application programming interfaces (APIs) to access various resources for the wallet 

applications. Theoretically, an API is an abstraction that defines and describes an interface 

consisting of a set of functions for interactions used by client programs. The bottom of the 

diagram shows the phone hardware, OS, and the secure element (SE). 

 

Figure 8: The architecture of the proposed wallet framework 
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However, author’s envisioned wallet framework is divided into two parts – (i) set of APIs and 

(ii) scripting engine and wallet container. A scripting engine and a wallet container are required 

for the framework to offer a complete solution for wallet application development. 

Unfortunately, due to time limitation part (ii) was not investigated in this thesis although a brief 

discussion is included in this chapter. 

The set of APIs intends to provide uniform interfaces on various phone platforms; however, 

underlying implementation of the APIs will vary depending on the platform native API support. 

This design philosophy provides a better level of abstraction in terms of underlying 

technicalities.  

This thesis researched and included support for four (4) APIs in the framework: GUI, SE, 

Storage, and Web. A graphical user interface (GUI) API provides functionalities to construct the 

GUI of a wallet application. The thesis investigated a minimal and adequate set of GUI 

components required and argues support for these components and functionalities are well 

enough for a wallet GUI. A secure element (SE) API is required for accessing secure element 

application data resides in the NFC phone. Since the most basic purpose of the wallet 

applications is to visualize data from a SE application and to allow users to manage the secure 

applications (as much allowed by the service providers), and is therefore included in the in the 

framework.   

To store the application configuration data and the user interactions data, i.e., use-case 

specific data, a Storage API support is obvious; and is therefore included in the framework. 

Some of the use-cases described in chapter 3 required accesses to the information in the back-

end systems in order to interact with the end-users. This access is provided by a Web API. A 

detailed design of each of the APIs is discussed later in this chapter.  

 

Wallet Application Package 

The wallet application package is required to provision the wallet applications in the NFC phone 

using framework support. The package is basically divided into two parts—a script file and a set 

of static data. The script is written in a lightweight programming language and defines the 

business logic and the user interface components to construct the wallet application. Business 

logic includes the actions to be taken by the wallet application (e.g. which screen to show when 

the user clicks a button) and the APDU command structures to communicate to a SE application. 

Static data of the application package contains the application logo, XML or JSON files that 

define the layout of the screen. This thesis considers these to be data as static because they do 

not change during the lifetime of wallet application. However, the static data might need to be 
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updated when new a version of the application is made available. In that case, old versions of the 

files will be replaced by new versions using framework support. For security reasons, the 

framework does not allow to change static data during the life cycle of wallet applications. 

Figure 9 below shows the wallet application installation package components. 

 

Scripting Engine 

All the required APIs for the wallet framework are briefly discussed. There is still one issue 

left, that is, a scripting engine to process the application package. The scripting engine can 

access the underlying phone resources using the APIs provided by the wallet framework. Benyo 

et al. (2010) discussed about a script in their proposed framework, however, this thesis 

additionally argues the script should be lightweight also. The idea is to enable developers to 

write the application logics in a lightweight scripting language and push it to the Scripting 

Engine. This thesis proposes Lua30, a lightweight, powerful scripting language for embedded 

devices. Lua script is pretty small and can easily be embedded into mobile platforms (“Lua: 

about,” n d). Since Lua is lightweight and operable on various platforms, only a single Lua script 

is sufficient to define the logic of a wallet application.  

The scripting engine has two specific tasks – (i) parse the script and construct the complete 

wallet application having the requested business logics to interact with the end-users, and (ii) to 

construct the APDU command parameters in order to communicate to the SE.  The data returned 

out of an APDU command might be required to process further in order to construct additional 

APDU commands or simply display returned data to end-users. The complete design 

specification of such a scripting engine is left for future works and the author argues that the 

addition of this scripting engine will enable the framework to be a true effective NFC mobile 

wallet framework. 

                                                      
30 www.lua.org 
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Figure 9: Wallet application installation package 

Wallet Container 

The purpose of the wallet container is to act as an application container for the wallet 

applications; therefore allowing users a centralized management system for their installed wallet 

applications or services. Users can group the applications according to their preferences, rename 

the groups, search for a particular application, add applications to a favourite list etc. Basically, 

the scripting engine parses the installation package, constructs the GUI, and place the application 

in the wallet container. The design specification of such a wallet container is also left for future 

research.  

Disclaimer 

Mentioned earlier in this section, the primary goal of a wallet application is to visualize data 

from SE application. However, service providers may extend support of wallet applications to 

various natural languages. Secure element applications do not contain data in such natural 

languages other than binary data. It is the task of the wallet applications to decode the binary 

data retrieved from the SE to a visible format and display it in other languages. Therefore, a 

proper character encoding scheme is required in the framework APIs. A character encoding 

defines how raw byte data are converted into text, which allows displaying characters from any 

language into a visible form. The framework follows the UTF-831 character encoding scheme in 

this thesis. 

  

                                                      
31 http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2279.txt 
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7.2  Framework APIs 

This section defines the design of the APIs required for the framework and describes how the 

goals were confronted while designing such APIs. There is a popular quote by Bloch (2006), 

“API design is an art, not a science”. It means that the API design should have beauty in it as 

well as it must meet the requirements of the end-users and the developers. If it does, the APIs 

provide development support for all the use-cases identified in chapter 6. Moreover, as the 

naming matters for an API (Bloch, 2006) this thesis name each of the APIs and the methods in 

such a way that they reflect their functionalities.  

The purpose of this thesis was not to research how the APIs could be implemented but rather 

to propose a structure and a design of the APIs for the framework. Therefore, in lieu of a fully 

technical API specification, this section argues the design is suitable enough to develop an 

interoperable NFC wallet application. Each of the APIs’ design structure is followed by an 

analysis of the design. As the implementation details are skipped in this thesis, only necessary 

interfaces are presented for the proof-of-concept. However, it was required to code the interfaces 

in a high-level language along with some necessary implementations for each APIs; it was done 

in Java programming language. 

 

7.2.1 Graphical User Interface (GUI) API 

This section defines the design of the Graphical User Interface (GUI) API for the wallet 

framework. This API basically allows developers to create a lightweight GUI profile for wallet 

applications. Certainly, there are some constraints while designing a GUI API for mobile devices 

compare to a desktop GUI API. The display size, resolution, underlying phone resources etc. are 

the main constraints of mobile phones, and had to be considered while designing this API. The 

design should follow a philosophy that can overcome such constraints as well as provide the 

necessary UI functionalities identified in chapter 6 for user interaction. 

The API design followed a high-level design abstraction to restrict the developers over 

controlling the look and feel of the applications. The design of such high-level API allows the 

GUI apps to be rendered by the framework depending on the internal phone resources and native 

user interface styles. However, underlying implementation of such high-level API may utilize 

phone specific features, for example, ‘Toast’ in Android to display an alert message. 
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Goals 

The first goal while designing this API was to allow developers to create a wallet user 

interface using a minimal set of components provided by the API. The second goal was to design 

the API in such a way that makes the framework light-weight. 

API design structure 

The API consists of two basic interfaces – Component  and Container . Components are 

the UI widgets that allow user interactions, for example, button, textbox, textview, imageview etc.  

The interface Container  represents a “GUI Container” which is a component itself and can 

hold various other components. In contrast to a component, a container has two different layout 

structures – sequential (vertical) and parallel (horizontal), where child components are laid out. 

Containers can have nested containers which may contain other child components as well. The 

container interface provides methods to add a new component and to remove component or 

components. The specifications followed while designing this API are standard in the GUI 

development community. In contrast to other GUI APIs (e.g. LCDUI in Java ME, eSWT for 

Symbian32) this API design had considered issues like portability, lightweight, and minimum 

developer control over look and feel. Code snippet 1 below shows the Component and 

Container  interface of the API. Only the necessary functions are shown for the proof-of-

concept. 

 

 
Code Snippet 1:  Code snippet of GUI API Interface 

                                                      
32 http://wiki.forum.nokia.com/index.php/ESWT 

 
public  interface  Component { 
  
 public  Component getParent(); 
 public  void  setEnabled( boolean  b); 
 public  boolean  isEnabled (); 
 public  void  setVisible( boolean  b); 
 public  boolean  isVisible(); } 
 
public  interface  Container extends  Component{ 
 // add a component  
 void  addComponent(Component comp);  
 // remove a component specified by index  
 void  removeComponent(Component comp);  
 // removes all components  
 void  removeAll();  
} 
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The UML class diagram in figure 10 below shows the generalization and dependencies of the 

GUI API. Each component on the right side of the diagram allows user interaction and inherits 

Component  interface. ImageObject  is the common class that is shared between Storage, 

Web, and GUI APIs that takes care of download, store, and retrieve an Image Object. The API 

design only allows two layout styles—sequential and parallel, which is to enable minimum 

control over look and feel by developers. 

 

 

Figure 10: GUI API class diagram 

 

API design analysis 

A work on designing good APIs (Bloch, 2006) addressed, “Use-cases are the yardstick against 

which you will measure your API”. This is especially true for designing the GUI API. The 

design philosophy provides the means to develop necessary UI functionalities. However, an 
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analysis of the use-cases identified in chapter 6 shows that only a limited set of GUI components 

are required for the wallet applications and therefore only seven GUI components (or the 

widgets) are included in the design. 

The starting point of the interface is a main window that is laid as Sequential  or Parallel  

layout. One layout can have inner layouts as well. And, each layout basically has a container to 

place multiple components or other containers in it. The widgets or the components that allow 

user interactions are placed inside a container. A TextEdit  component allows user input and a 

TextView  allows viewing data or the information in the screen. A Button  component allows 

user to confirm an action whereas a RadioButton  component allows selecting a single option 

out of a set of options. On the other hand, CheckBox  allows selecting multiple options and an 

ImageView  component is required to add image objects in the interface. All these components, 

although are very basic but adequate enough to implement the use-cases (identified in chapter 6) 

to interact with the end-users. However, platform specific implementation of the framework may 

uses underlying various other GUI components for rich user experience, which is not controlled 

by the developers. Finally, MenuComponent  which is also a very basic component is included 

in the design in case some applications want to add various other features. 

 

7.2.2 Secure Element (SE) API 

This section defines the design of a Secure Element (SE) API in order to allow the wallet 

applications to access information in a SE application. Basically, the API allows developers to 

create an Application Protocol Data Unit (APDU) connection to communicate with a SE 

application identified by an Application Identifier (AID).  

The phone needs to have support for secure element communication standards such as 

ISO7816-333 that defines how information should be exchanged to a contact interface and 

ISO14443-334 that defines communication to a contactless interface. However, since the wallet 

applications reside inside a phone, thus only contact communication (ISO7616-3) to secure 

element is required. Also, wallet applications must need to conform to ISO/IEC 7816-435 

standard that defines the APDU commands format in order to talk to secure element 

applications. While wallet applications communicate with a SE application, the phone needs to 

have support for all these mentioned standards.  

                                                      
33 http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=38770 
34 http://www.iso.org/iso/iso_catalogue/catalogue_tc/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=28730 
35 http://www.iso.org/iso/iso_catalogue/catalogue_ics/catalogue_detail_ics.htm?csnumber=36134 
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Goals 

The first goal of designing a SE API is to provide access to the information stored inside a 

secure element. Second, the design of such an API must make it easy and flexible for the wallet 

framework to be lightweight and interoperable. The API should also provide access to the 

information required for the use-cases as identified in chapter 6 in order to achieve user-centric 

design.  

 

API design structure 

The design of this API consists of four interfaces and has the necessary methods to access secure 

element data. The base interface class is Secure Element  that provides method to connect to 

a secure element application. Using this, wallet applications open a new connection to a SE 

application. Each connection has a logical channel reserved exclusively for it. At any time only 

one logical connection is encouraged to a secure element application although four logical and 

one physical connection is possible (“GP card specification v2.2,” 2010). A connection can be 

created by passing a generic connection URI string with an AID. It is required that wallet 

applications know the AID containing the secure credentials of the respective SE application for 

verifying the authenticity of the wallet application. The SecureApplication-

Connection  interface provides two methods: one for sending APDU commands that takes a 

CommandApdu type input parameter and returns ResponseApdu  type data and one which 

closes the connection to a secure element application. CommandApdu and ResponseApdu  

interfaces provide low-level abstractions and are required to send binary APDU commands and 

return a byte array response. Code snippet 2 below shows the SE API interface. 
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Code Snippet 2: SE API base interface class 

The class diagram in figure 11 below shows the generalization and dependencies between the 

interfaces of the API. The right hand side gray boxes are the UML notes that briefly describes 

the interfaces.  

 

 

Figure 11:  SE API class diagram 

API design analysis 

The design of the API only includes a minimum number of required interfaces and functions for 

SE communication. As far as the author is concerned, the provided design is the most minimal 

package com.nfcwallet.api.se; 

public interface SecureElement {  

 public SecureApplicationConnection connect(String AID); 

} 

public interface SecureApplicationConnection { 

 public ResponseApdu sendApduCommand(CommandApdu ap du); 

 public void closeConnection(); 

} 

public interface CommandApdu { 

 public void setBinaryCommand(byte[] data); 

} 

public interface ResponseApdu { 

 public byte[] getBinaryReponse(); 

} 
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and lightweight for an API to access SE data. Since the API design only deals with byte-arrays 

and strings, there is absolutely no issue to implement the API on all major phone platforms—all 

phone platforms support byte-array and string. Finally, use-cases can easily access SE data using 

the APDU connections and commands provided by this API. Therefore, the design follows user-

centric approach. 

Limitations 

For better clarity, certain issues should be addressed regarding the SE communication standards. 

The SE that has been considered for the wallet framework is based on Java Card; it allows an 

execution environment for multiple applications and conform to GlobalPlatform specifications 

(refer to 2.3.1). Nonetheless, there are other proprietary implementations of secure elements, for 

example, MIFARE for which the wallet framework support can be extended as well. 

Communication to a MIFARE secure element is completely different and it does not accept 

APDU commands like Java Card. However, an additional API36 inside the Java Card can allow 

wallet applications to talk to MIFARE elements. The whole communication is similar to Java 

Card applications, except that, if sendAPDUCommand() contains information about MIFARE 

elements, then the additional API inside Java Card would fetch MIFARE data and return a byte 

array  back to the wallet applications.  

 

7.2.3 Storage API 

Storing various application data is a basic requirement for any software application. The 

previously identified use-cases allow users to change the UI settings and therefore require 

storing the user preference data locally in the phone. The wallet application itself needs to store 

configuration information such as application specific data, images, visualization preferences, 

and URL’s etc. in the phone. While designing the storage API, it was strongly considered that 

the framework should also work on limited resource phones. It is proposed to use a key-value 

pair storing mechanism for the storage API. In key-value persistence, a key is a unique string that 

is attached with each value in the storage. Later, this key is used to perform a query in the key-

value store. Arguments are provided later this section of why key-value storing is chosen. 

Goals 

The primary goal of the Storage API is to provide wallet applications access to a persistent 

storage in the phone.  The secondary goal is: the storing mechanism should have to be supported 

                                                      
36 http://www.win.tue.nl/pinpasjc/docs/apis/jc222/javacardx/external/package-summary.html 
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by major phone platforms and should not take up much resource, for example, processing power 

or storage capacity of the phone. 

API design structure 

The API consists of only one interface—StorageAccess  that includes all the necessary  

Code Snippet 3: Code snippet of the Storage API interface 

methods to store and retrieve data locally in the phone. The API simply offers PUT and GET 

access the phone storage. Each PUT requires the key, the value or the object. The API includes 

support for five (5) primitive data types – integer, long, float, boolean, and 

string . XML, JSON, and Image Object support also included since XML and JSON  are 

popular data exchange formats on the internet should be required to exchange data between 

 
package  com.ericsson.nfcwallet.api.storage; 
 
public  interface  StorageAccess { 
 
 public  void  putString(String key, String value); 
 
 public  String getString(String key); 
 
 public  void  putInt(String key, int  value); 
 
 public  int  getInt(String key); 
 
 public  void  putFloat(String key, float  value); 
 
 public  float  getFloat(String key); 
 
 public  void  putLong(String key, long  value); 
 
 public  long  getLong(String key); 
 
 public  void  putBoolean(String key, boolean  value); 
 
 public  boolean  getBoolean(String key); 
 
 public  String[] getKeys(); 
 
 public  void  deleteKey(String key); 

 
 public  void  storeXML(String key, XmlDocument doc); 
 public  XmlDocument getXML(String key); 

  
 public  void  storeJsonArray(String key, JsonArray doc); 
 public  JsonArray getJsonArray(String key); 

  
 public  void  storeJsonObj(String key, JsonObject doc); 
 public  JsonObject getJsonObj(String key); 
 
 public void  storeImage(String key, ImageObj obj); 
 public  ImageObj getImage (String key); 

 
 
}  
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wallet applications and the back-end systems. The StorageAccess  interface is shown in the 

above code snippet 3.  

The XMLDocument, JsonArray, JsonObject, and ImageObj  are low-level classes and 

are shared among the Storage API  and the Web API . The support for both JSON object and 

JSON array is included in order to align with JSON.org37 specification. 

 

API design analysis 

There are various storing mechanisms available for mobile phone platforms, for example, file 

system, database (e.g. SQLite in Android), and key-value storage etc. In order to motivate which 

of the storing mechanisms is required for the wallet applications, an analysis of all the low-level 

use-cases was done primarily. The analyses found none of the use cases required storing a large 

amount of data. Hence, it clearly motivates that key-value based storing mechanism would be 

suitable enough for the wallet framework. The advantages of using this approach is that key-

value is simple to build and very easy to scale. For example, Amazon Dynamo, a highly 

available key-value storage system that provides “always-on” experience (Hastorun et al., 2007). 

The implementations of key-value store can be built using a hash data structure or a tree data 

structure; however, a hash based key-value store is a better choice that allows unique keys and 

fast lookup in the hash tree. The storage requirements are basically divided into two parts—static 

and dynamic. 

� Static data 

Static data mainly refer to application configuration data; usually such data is not changed 

during the lifecycle of the wallet applications until a new version is available for update. Static 

data comes with the wallet application package, for example, how to construct a GUI, 

application AID, application logo etc. Since, the storage API does not specify the 

implementation details in this thesis, however, an exception, for instance, a custom ReadOnly-

Exception  should be thrown if the application wants to update such data. The reason for 

restricting the update of static data is to enable strong security in the wallet applications so that 

malicious or phishing applications cannot change the application configurations. 

� Dynamic data 

Dynamic data refer to all the data related with the user interaction preferences. There are two 

variations of dynamic data to be taken care of – (i) any change in application descriptor to talk to 

secure element (SE), for example, change in the APDU command format, URL update etc. (ii) 

                                                      
37 www.json.org 
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use case specific data, for example, saving application preferences so that the user can get back 

the same preference screen when the application is restarted or resumed.  

Both static and dynamic data can be persisted as key-value pairs using the basic primitive 

data types as shown in the interface class (Code snippet 3). Storing images as key-value pair can 

be done as base64 string where an image is encoded and decoded as base6438 string. Finally, the 

API design is kept as simple as to scale it on various phone models and platforms. 

 

7.2.4 Web API 

This section defines the Web API design for the wallet framework that is intended to be used 

with the RESTful web services. The goal is to allow back-end communications for the NFC 

wallet applications. 

A Web API is required for the wallet framework basically for two reasons – (i) wallet 

applications require to update use-case specific information from the back-end systems, for 

example, account balance for banking applications, or travel zone map for a transport 

application, and (ii) wallet application may need to update configuration information, for 

instance, any change in binary data format in the secure element application would require to 

update the wallet application business logics. Therefore, it is assumed that the NFC phones can 

access the internet when required while interacting with the end-users. The design of such an 

API, as pointed out before, has to be lightweight and portable to the major mobile platforms. 

The REST architecture (Fielding, 2000) that is closely tied with the HTTP specification was 

followed while designing this API. The motivation was that the architecture offers a light-weight 

and ease of implementation of HTTP access. RESTful web service design principles use HTTP 

methods explicitly that follows the HTTP protocol39 stack (Fielding, 2000).  

Practically, the Web API implementation works on the top of platform dependent HTTP- 1.1 

implementations (e.g. Apache HTTP in Android). To align with the RESTful web service design 

principles, this API includes GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE method as discussed below: 

• GET is used to retrieve data/perform a query on the back-end resource. The data returned 

from the web service is a representation of the requested resource. 

• POST is used to create a new resource. The web service may respond with data or status 

indicating success or failure.  

                                                      
38 http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3548.txt 
39 http://www.w3.org/Protocols/rfc2616/rfc2616.html 
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• PUT is used to update existing resources or data.  

• DELETE is used to remove a resource or data.  

Figure 12 below shows a high-level view of the Web API that uses platform dependent HTTP 

1.1 implementations to communicate with a RESTful web service. Wallet appications can send 

and receive data of types—string, byte array, XML, and JSON to the back-end systems. 

Arguments for the API support of these data types are put forth later in this section. 

 

Figure 12: Web API communication diagram 

 

API design structure 

The design of the API consists of three interfaces having necessary methods to access four types 

of data—string, byte array, XML, and JSON. The following code snippet 4 shows the base 

interface of the API—HttpAccess . However, it is presumed that wallet applications provide 

the requested URL to the constructor of the HttpAccess  implementation while instantiating 

the HttpAccess  in the caller side.  
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Code Snippet 4: Code snippet of Web API base interface 

The getHttp()  method returns data of type HttpResponse  which in turn returns the 

expected data as specified by the URL. To POST string and byte array types, two functions are 

defined explicitly that takes string or byte array as arguments. For JSON and XML, it is required 

to be serialized calling a method—toHttpRepresentation()  defined in HttpSeria-

lizable  interface (Code snippet 5) that returns a byte array. The postHTTP()  method often 

responds with data of the HttpResponse  type and returns to the caller program. The 

putHttp()  method do not return anything and takes arguments the same way like the 

postHttp()  method. Method deleteHttp()  requests to remove a particular resource 

specified by the URL in the back-end server.  

Code Snippet 5: Code snippet of HttpSerializable interface 

The HttpResponse  interface handles the response types returned from the web server for 

both GET and POST methods. Thus the API provides mechanism to determine the data types 

returned from a web service and respond to client applications accordingly.  Although, while 

calling getHttp() , the provided URL specifies what type of data the client expects from the 

server. In case of postHttp() , a content-type header sent with the data informs the web server 

the type of resource to create or the type of resource to return. Furthermore, four (4) low-level 

classes are defined to take care of – XML, JSON, and ImageObject  which are shared 

package  com.ericsson.nfcwallet.api.http; 
 
public  interface  HttpAccess { 
 
     
    public  HttpResponse getHttp(); 
 
    public  String postHttp(String postData); 
    public  byte [] postHttp( byte  [] postData); 
    public  HttpResponse postHttp(HttpSerializable postData); 
 
    public  void  putHttp(String putData); 
    public  void  putHttp( byte [] putData); 
    public  void  putHttp(HttpSerializable putDdata); 
 
    public  void  deleteHttp(String url); 
  

}  

public  interface  HttpSerializable { 
 
    public  byte [] toHttpRepresentation(); 
 

}  
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among Web and Storage APIs. These classes allow conversions of these data types and reruns 

according to the caller function, e.g., to string or to byte array. It needs to be mentioned, as 

defined by JSON.org (“Introducing JSON,” n d), JSON data can be JSON Array or a JSON 

Object and therefore, the Web API provides separate classes to handle both types. Code snippet-

6 shows the HttpResponse  interface. 

Code Snippet 6: Code-snippet of HttpResponse interface 

The UML class diagram in figure 13 below shows the generalization and dependencies 

between interfaces and classes of the Web API. The HTTPAccess  is the base interface to 

access back-end systems and is dependent on HttpResponse  and HttpSerializable  

interfaces.  

Figure 13: Web API class diagram 

public  interface  HttpResponse{ 
 
      
    public  String getAsString(); 
    public  byte [] getAsByte(); 
    public  XmlDocument getAsXML(); 
    public  JsonObject getAsJsonObject(); 
    public  JsonArray getAsJsonArray(); 

  public  ImageObj getImage(); 
     

}  
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low-level classes in figure 13 above – XmlDocument, JsonArray, JsonObject, and 

ImageObj  hide the details of implementation and therefore keep an abstraction between the 

interface and the underlying implementation.  

API design analysis 

This sub-section provides analyses and motivations about how the design achieves the goals of 

this thesis. 

The first goal that was considered is the interoperability issue—the API should provide the 

same interface to all major mobile platforms. The underlying implementation on each platform 

would vary depending on the phones native API support and be taken care of by the framework 

implementation on each platform. The API deals with four types of data out of which, string and 

byte are the most basic primitive types and supported by all the phone platforms. XML is widely 

accepted as a data interchange format and so is JSON. Both types have significant support to 

parse the document and extract the data in all major mobile platforms. The wallet framework can 

handle such data types using underlying platform support, parse, and update accordingly. 

The second goal was to achieve a lightweight API design; so that the API does not take much 

phone resources, e.g., storage, memory etc. considering the fact that many NFC phones would 

have limited internal resources. The API design was followed by RESTful architecture which by 

definition focuses on systems resources (Fielding, 2000). There are various existing 

implementations of HTTP in different phone platforms, for example, NSURL40 in Cocoa, 

Apache Http for Android 41, allowing the API to choose any of the underlying light-weight 

HTTP implementations.  

Moving to the data types, the API allows sending and receiving binary data in order to avoid 

type conversions in the framework thus to keep the API light-weight. Here binary data indicates 

the unconverted data from the secure element (SE) all the way to the back-end systems. For the 

case of XML and JSON, there are various light-weight parsers available in different platforms 

that can be used effectively in the underlying API implementation. After carefully analysing all 

the use-cases, it was clear that the proposed API interface would be quite sufficient for HTTP 

communications. One issue to take care of while implementing the web API was that API 

functions should not block the UI while performing an HTTP request. Asynchronous HTTP 

requests running in a separate thread, if available, should be considered. 

                                                      
40 http://developer.apple.com/library/ios/#referencelibrary/GettingStarted/GS_Networking_iPhone/ 
41 http://developer.android.com/reference/org/apache/http/client/package-summary.html 
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Finally, the API follows a user-centric design approach since it included the support for back-

end access that is required by the wallet use-cases identified in chapter 6. The design of the API 

considers all the required data types required by the use-cases.  
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Chapter 8  

Prototype Implementation 

This chapter describes how the wallet prototypes were implemented based on the user 

requirements and the framework design presented in chapter 6 and 7 respectively. The goal was 

to find the applicability of the requirements when they form functional applications. In this 

phase, the scope was again narrowed down and only two use-cases were implemented: one 

corresponds to a payment application and the other corresponds to a transport ticketing 

application. 

8.1 Tools used 

An Android platform was chosen for implementing the prototypes. The motivation for choosing 

Android was that it is open source and provides a rich set of APIs to develop applications 

(“Android Architecture,” n d). However, while the prototypes were being implemented, NFC 

support was not available in android although Nexus S42 with NFC support was just announced 

during that time (“Introducing Nexus S,” 2010). This section brings together all the tools used 

during the implementation. 

– Android SDK: It is a software development kit for the developing applications for the 

Android platform. Android platform (refer to section 2.4) 2.1 API version 7 SDK was 

used for the implementation. 

– ADT Plugin: Android Development Tools (ADT) is a plugin for Eclipse IDE to 

develop, run, and debug android applications using the Eclipse platform. It also allows 

signing the applications before publishing to the market. ADT 0.9.9 for API7 was 

used for this thesis. 

– Eclipse IDE: Eclipse is a software development environment that comprises of an IDE 

and comprehensive support for third party plugins. Eclipse version 3.5 (Galileo) 

customized with ADT plugin was used for the development. 

– ADB: Android Debug Bridge (ADB) is a tool provided by the Android SDK for 

managing various states of the Android device while connected via USB cable. For 

example, adb logcat command was frequently used to monitor the debug logs while 

                                                      
42 http://www.google.com/nexus/ 
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tracing the development errors. It is found under the <sdk>/platform-tools/  

directory. 

– HTC Desire: HTC Desire (Figure 14) is an Android smart phone by HTC Corporation 

that runs Android version 2.2. This phone was used for the prototype implementation 

and demonstrations. 

 

 

8.2 Methodology 

This thesis aimed to develop two functional hi-fi prototypes (Rettig, 1994) in order to find 

usability issues of the interfaces and the applicability of the identified requirements in chapter 6. 

As discussed by Rettig (1994), there are various problems with developing hi-fi prototypes, for 

example, take long time to build. The problems were not so significant since this thesis did not 

consider further iterations than only one. The design goal of the prototypes was to enable 

simplicity and allow users to go through less number of dialogs and menus for successful 

contactless interaction. 

At the time of implementation, Android platform had no support for sure element 

communication; therefore, all the possible SE data were mocked into the wallet applications. For 

example, secure element data was mocked and simulated like a secure element in order to test 

the behaviour of SE API. The implementation considered the minimal set of UI requirements 

identified in chapter 6 and were placed in the interface as fully functional. According to the 

recommendations from the initial user study and Nielsen’s usability principles (Nielsen, 1992), 

Figure 14: HTC Desire  
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both of the prototype interfaces was designed to be simple, intuitive, and to allow least number 

of human interactions (i.e., reduce users cognitive loads). 

The framework GUI API includes (refer to section 7.2.3) support for such components as, for 

example, textbox, editbox etc., that are required by the use cases for user interaction. Therefore, 

while implementing the prototypes, only those components were considered although Android 

offers a rich set of GUI components and some of them were used (e.g. Toast) in the prototypes. 

8.3 The Prototypes 

This work named the prototypes as Smart Bank Credit and Smart Transport. Primarily, the 

ListView class was used to place all the information in a vertically scrollable list. Each of the 

functions was placed in small groups so that the users can easily search and navigate 

information. Additionally, a custom adapter class was created that extends the BaseAdapter  

class and works as a bridge between ListView  and the data that backs the list. Both of the 

BaseAdapter  class for Smart bank and Smart transport follow this philosophy in design. The 

Toast  class was frequently used to notify users about their actions and the Dialog  class was 

used to allow user inputs as a separate activity. However, TextView  and EditText  were the 

most frequently used classes.  

 

8.3.1 Smart Bank Credit 

The Smart bank credit application’s interaction features are divided into five groups—

“Transaction information”, “Account information”, “Credit card information”, “Security codes”, 

and “Settings”. Code snippet 7 shows how the data are passed to the custom adapter class from 

the main activity class (PaymentActivity.java ). 

 

Code Snippet 7: Custom adapter object 

//adapter is an object of custom adapter class 
adapter .addSection( "Transaction Information" , new SimpleAdapter( this , 

transaction, 
R.layout. list_complex, new String[] { ITEM_TITLE, ITEM_CAPTION 
}, new int [] { R.id. list_complex_title,  
 R.id. list_complex_caption })); 

 
adapter .addSection( "Account Information" , new SimpleAdapter( this , 

accountDetails, 
R.layout. list_complex, new String[] { ITEM_TITLE, ITEM_CAPTION 
}, new int [] { R.id. list_complex_title, 
R.id. list_complex_caption }));  
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However, the PaymentActivity  is the main class that initializes all the components. As 

mentioned earlier, some data were mocked, the above code snippets shows how the list views, 

i.e., the grouping of the interaction functions were created by passing the list item captions to the 

CustomAdapterPayment  class that extends the android BaseAdpater  class. Later, the list 

data items are populated with the data retrieved from the simulated secure element and a mocked 

back end system. 

Figure 15 below shows the snapshots of the payment prototype interface. Functionalities are 

places as groups, for example, “Transaction Information” group that contains three similar 

functions which provides better visualization and control over information and interaction. The 

list items that are clickable provide visual feedback when user hover the cursor on the item 

whereas non-clickable list items do not. In this diagram, “Recent payments” allows user to click 

and a new screen opens with purchase history. “Settings” group allows users to change 

application settings, for example, setting the card as default for next purchases or whether to 

save receipts or not. 

 

 

Figure 15: Smart bank credit card interface 

 

“Account information” and “Credit card information” groups provide the basic static 

information need for the end-users. It is some time worthy to know some of the information such 

as where the access is grated for the card! And, finally “Security Codes” provides two very 

necessary UI features – Change PIN and Sign in code. Change PIN allows users to change the 

credit card’s PIN code, if provided by the service providers. Although, changing PIN is not 

allowed very often, and requires a secure connection to respective bank’s web service. The 
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application can also act as a card reader to make online purchase or signing to internet banking. 

Since the secure application resides in the phone, it is possible to generate such onetime code in 

the GUI application. These features were mocked because the absence of SE in Android and the 

prototype was not tested in real settings. 

 

8.3.2 Smart Transport 

The transport ticketing application’s interaction features are also divided into five groups. 

However, only “Settings”, “Buy ticket”, and “Feedback” group allows user to click, e.g., by 

clicking on the “Notification style” option, a new dialog window appears and allows user to 

select rules (figure 15). “Buy ticket” feature allows user to send an SMS to purchase a new ticket 

and to load it automatically to the secure element over the air (OTA). In this prototype too, the 

data that populates the ListView are passed in the same way as shown in code snippet 7. Same 

like Payment prototype, for this prototype too, lists items are populated with data items from a 

simulated secure element and back end systems in the CustomAdpterTransport  class that 

extends android BaseAdapter  class. Below code snippet 8 shows, how each list item title and 

captions are created, that represents the group headings placed in TransportActivity  class. 

 

 

 

Code Snippet 8: Creating a HashMap for creating items in Groups 

Figure 16 below shows the screen shots of the Smart transport wallet application interface. All 

the user interaction functionalities are placed into six groups which provide better visualization 

and control over information. Since the prototypes were implemented in Android, ‘Toast’ 

message was used to show user dialog boxes for input or for alert messages as can be seen from 

the below figure. Implementation for another phone platform may use that platform’s specific 

feature to provide such functionalities as discussed in GUI API design (see section 7.2.3) 

public  Map<String, ?> createItem(String title, String cap tion) { 
Map<String, String> item = new HashMap<String, String>(); 
item.put( ITEM_TITLE, title); 
item.put( ITEM_CAPTION, caption); 
return  item; 
}  
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Figure 16: Smart transport prototype interface 

 
The “Ticket Information” group in the figure 16 above contains information about the 

purchased ticket: ticket validity, ticket access zone (in this case, city contains various zones) and 

recent access date and time. “Card Information” group contains necessary information about the 

application such as contact information, application version. “Settings” is a very important group 

that allows users to select “Auto Buy” that purchases ticket automatically once the current ticket 

expires. Users also can allow the application to ‘Save’ all the receipts in the phone locally. 

“Activation” allows user to activate or deactivate the secure application. “Buy ticket” group is 

perhaps the most important feature that allows purchasing new tickets using various rules. The 

idea is to enable the wallet application to request purchasing ticket using a text message to the 

service provider’s web service. Purchased ticket is then automatically loaded into the secure 

application over the air, and wallet application just updates the new ticket information. 

“Feedback” feature is also very necessary that allows user to set alarm or other feedback styles 

before certain time of the ticket expiry shown as pop-up message in the figure 16 above. 
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Chapter 9  

Prototype Evaluation 

This chapter discusses the details of user evaluation of the implemented prototypes. The user 

evaluation was a continuation of the initial user study presented in chapter 6. During the initial 

user study, abstract scenarios of NFC mobile services were presented to the users and they were 

asked a set of questions in order to find out their interaction requirements. Later, the findings 

were considered while designing the application framework and the implementation of the 

prototype applications. There was a definite need to evaluate the prototypes basically for two 

reasons—(i) how well the available set of features of the prototypes suits the need of the users to 

experience NFC mobile services and (ii) the usability issues while interacting with the prototype 

interfaces. 

Evaluating prototypes with end users is one of the basic requirements of user-centric design 

approach (Courage & Baxter, 2005, p. 9), which is the approach of this thesis. User evaluation 

provides direct information about how real users use interface or the application and their exact 

problems while interacting with the application. This information can later be used to iterate with 

the found usability problems; although this thesis does not go further than discussing on the 

findings. There are various approaches available to find usability problems in an interface—

usability testing, cognitive walkthrough, heuristic evaluation etc. (Nielsen, 1994). Due to the 

context of the thesis, usability testing in a controlled environment was chosen in order to involve 

real users in the evaluation process.   

The purpose of the evaluation was to evaluate the ease with which users can perform a task 

with little or no formal instructions and thus to collect both qualitative and quantitative data. 

Qualitative data, i.e., subjective views of the test users about functionalities and interactions was 

collected by questioning them. Quantitative data was collected through a set of tasks users 

performed during the test. Like any other evaluation, timescale and availability of participants 

was the main constraint for this usability testing. 

9.1 Methodology 

Mobile wallet applications are intended for use in mobile phones and therefore, interaction 

with such applications would not be the same as desktop or web applications. In most cases, 

interaction with mobile applications occurs while users are in mobility. Therefore, the lack of 
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mobility of users and realistic activities around the user’s physical environment is an issue when 

mobile interfaces are evaluated in a controlled environment. On the other hand, when 

evaluations are conducted in controlled settings, the data collection process is much easier and 

the administrator has better control over the collection process (Kjeldskov & Stage, 2004). A 

very good work by Kjeldskov and Stage (2004) proposes new techniques for usability evaluation 

of mobile devices; and their work should have been considered for this thesis. However, time 

and availability of test subjects, limited this work to go for traditional usability testing in a 

controlled environment. Moreover, NFC mobile services are yet to be commercialized, and there 

is currently no NFC phone available on the Android platform, which was another constraint. 

Along with the task scenarios of use, the think-aloud method was the chosen for the test 

which is commonly recommended for a usability testing (Nielsen, 1992). This allows 

participants to think aloud as they perform the test tasks and was very suitable for testing 

usability of the mobile application interfaces.  

Test subject 

Test subjects are the people who evaluate the prototypes to find the usability issues in the 

interface and the interactions. It is strongly recommended in usability testing that a typical test 

user should be anyone who will use such a system in the real world. However, it is not always 

meaningful to select users randomly (Stone & Stone, 2005, p. 453). Therefore, the test subjects 

were chosen from a list of university students studying engineering or computer science along 

with a list of busy professionals. The test subjects were demographically homogeneous and 

realistic of the forthcoming NFC mobile services. Three screening criteria were considered while 

choosing them from the interest list: (a) how tech-savvy they were, for example, do they use 

smart phones, (b) did they have any background knowledge in usability, and (c) availability 

according to the test schedule.  It often happen that test subjects do not show up or provide poor 

feedback during the test, therefore a total six test subjects were chosen; although the aim was to 

test five test subjects. Of the six test subjects, three carried smart phones, and rest used normal 

phones; male and female participants were equally distributed. The reason for selecting tech 

savvy users was that in the first few years NFC mobile services will mostly be offered in smart 

phones or high-end phones; a recent example is the Android 2.3 version that offers NFC and 

requires high-end hardware configuration. 

Test Tasks 

Test tasks are a set of interaction scenarios given to users to interact with the system or the 

interface in order to find usability problems (Lauesen, 2005, p. 16). Although choosing the right 

test tasks is often considered tricky for many systems (Lauesen, 2005, p. 16), in the context of 

the thesis, each of the identified low-level use-cases in chapter 6 can be easily formulated as a 
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test task. A total of six test tasks were evaluated for the transport prototype and seven test tasks 

were evaluated for the bank credit card prototype. Please refer to Appendix B for the detailed list 

of test tasks. It is required to mention that, some tasks only ask participants to find a specific 

piece of information in the interface, for example, find account balance; other tasks required 

participants to input in the interface. 

Test Session 

The test was carried out in a usability lab at Ericsson. The lab was equipped with all 

necessary equipment for a typical usability test; however, the test merely needed them. The idea 

to conduct the test in such a specialized room was to enable test users feel the testing 

environment. A general purpose conference room would also have worked but users might have 

been distracted by noise or human movement. The author himself worked as facilitator and 

administrator for the test. Since it was very difficult for the author to take notes during the test, a 

HD (high definition) video cam was used to record test sessions. Each of the sessions was 

carried out approximately one hour per test subject, and 30 min for each application. Moreover, 

the test was carried out for two consecutive days, and three participants were invited to each 

testing day. 

Disclaimer 

Readers should note that test-users, test-subjects, and participants mean the same in this 

thesis. Facilitator and administrator also mean the same person, i.e., the author. 

 

9.2 Conducting the test 

As discussed by Lauesen (2005, p.16), it is ideal to explain the purpose of the test to the users 

before the test begins. Therefore each of the test subjects was briefly told about NFC mobile 

services, applications, and interaction scenarios. Participants were also clearly informed that the 

purpose of the test was not to test them rather to test the interface of the applications; and if they 

cannot find or interact with any tasks, that is not their fault; it’s the problem of the interface. 

Two applications were tested—one corresponds to a Transport Ticket application and the 

other corresponds to a Credit Card application.  A HTC touch screen phone43 equipped with 

Android 2.1 was used for the test. The phone had a 3.7 inch display size and 480X800 resolution 

screen. Test subjects were given the choice to select an application to begin with. The 

participants, who were not familiar with touch-screen phone, were asked to use the phone and 

                                                      
43 http://www.htc.com/www/product/desire/specification.html 
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the prototype interfaces randomly for couple of minutes to overcome the learning time. Figure-

16 shows snapshots while users were testing the interfaces during the usability test. 

 

Figure 17: Participants testing the interface during the usability test 

Test tasks for each prototype were sorted from low to high difficulty level. Smart phone users 

were given medium difficulty tasks at the beginning of the test whereas non smart-phone users 

were given easy tasks to start with. They were asked to perform the tasks using the prototype 

applications while thinking aloud to explain what (s)he was trying to do, and to describe what 

action (s)he was taking.  

After completion of each task, participants were asked to rate the task based on three factors 

mentioned below on a 5 point Likert scale44 with measures ranging from strongly disagree to 

strongly agree: 

• How easy was the information to find? 

• Is the interaction function of the task placed in the right group? 

• Is the interaction function of the task necessary for such applications? 

After the completion of all tasks for each application, participants were asked the following 

questions to express their overall subjective views: 

• List the good things about layout, look, and interactions of each application. 

• Recommendation for any new feature or improvement. 

• Unnecessary features that should be removed. 

 

                                                      
44 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Likert_scale 
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9.3 Results 

A total of six test subjects were invited for the test. However, one test subject’s performance was 

unsatisfactory and hence excluded from results. The result section is primarily divided into two 

parts: transport application and payment application. After completion of each task, participants 

rated the task for three factors as mentioned in section 9.2. The Likert scale ranged from 1 

(strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) was customized and agree rating was combined with 

agree and strongly agree ratings with a mean agreement ratings of 4.5 considered as the user 

agrees that the information was easy to find, placed in the right group, and the task feature is 

necessary for the application. 

 

9.3.1 Transport Application 

Task ratings: 

• How easy was the information to find? 

All of the five participants agreed that it was easy to find task1, task2, task3, and task4 

information from the interface. However, regarding task5 (feedback style), only two participants 

agreed it was easy to find the information in the interface. In addition, four users found easily 

task6 information in the interface. 

• Is the feature in the right group? 

All of the five participants agreed that both task1 and task2 feature in placed in the right group, 

i.e., in the “Ticket Information” group. Also, all participants agreed that task 3 (buy ticket) was 

in the right group and was visible. Only two out of five participants agreed that task 4 (auto buy 

ticket) was in right group; and it should be in the “Buy ticket” group as noted by three 

participants. Finally, three of the participants agreed that task 5 (feedback style) and task 6 (save 

receipts) was in the right group.  

• Is the feature necessary for the application? 

All of the five participants agreed that the task1 and task2 feature was necessary for this kind of 

application. However, one participant thought that the task2 feature may be better for short 

validity tickets. Regarding task3 (buy ticket), all participants agreed that this feature was very 

necessary. Only two of the participants agreed that task4 feature was necessary for this kind of 

application. Finally, all of the five participants thought that task5 (feedback style) and task6 

(save receipts) were necessary for this kind of application.  
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Table 11 shows the ‘Mode’ value that is the highest occurring value for each tasks based on the 

three factors. Mode value is the highest number of occurring value out of all the rated values by 

the users. 

Table 11: Mode Task Ratings for Transport Application 

Task Ease of finding info Feature grouping 
Necessity of the 

feature 

1 – Ticket validity  4.5 4.5 4.5 

2 – Transport zone 4.5 4.5 4.5 

3 – Buy ticket 4.5 4.5 4.5 

4 – Auto buy ticket 4.5 2.0 2.0 

5 – Feedback settings 4.5 and 2.0 4.5 4.5 

6 – Saving receipts 4.5 4.5 4.5 

 

Table 12 shows the overall subjective views for each test subject based on three factors. Only the 

summarized information is presented here. The first column shows the number of participants. 

The three right-side columns correspond to the three factors, based on which users provided their 

subjective views. 

Table 12: Overall subjective views for transport application 

Test 

Subjects 

List good things about look, 

feel, and interaction 

Recommendation for new 

features 

Removal of any 

feature 

1 

� Grouping of features  
� Minimum number of clicks 
� Easy to save receipts 
� Consistent design and all 

information in one page 

� For buy ticket, wants 
option to select rules 

� Feedback before 1 and 3 
day of ticket expire. SMS 
and alert is preferred 

� Less frequent use groups 
should be folded and 
clickable, for e.g. card 
info 
 

� Auto buy feature 
� Ticket last 

access 
� Application 

permission 

2 

� Grouping of features 
� Linear layout and less number 

of clicks 

� Select rules for buying 
ticket 

� Option to clear all 
receipts 

� Auto buy feature 
� Application 

permission 
� Application 

expire 

3 

� Grouping of features 
� Linear layout and less number 

of clicks 

� Select rules for buying 
ticket 

� Visible feedback for all 
actions 

� Show only important 
information and groups. 
Put rest groups folded 
 

� Auto buy feature 
� Ticket last 

access 
� Application 

permission 

4 

� Grouping of features 
� Simple clicks and not much 

interaction 
� Interaction is user friendly and 

fast 

� Options to clear all 
receipts 

� Show only important 
information, rest put 
folded 

� Auto buy might 
be removed 
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Test 

Subjects 

List good things about look, 

feel, and interaction 

Recommendation for new 

features 

Removal of any 

feature 

� Ticket purchase history 
 

5 

� Simple clicks and fast as she 
will be using the apps while on 
the go. 

� Folding less important 
groups is better 

� History of all travels 
 

� N/A 

 

 

9.3.2 Payment Application 

Task ratings: 

• How easy was the information to find? 

All of the five users agreed that task1 and task7 feature was easy to find. However, only three 

users agreed that task2 information was easy to find. Task3 which was to change the PIN code 

was easy for all participants to find and to interact with. Only two participants found the task4 

feature easily; the other two participants neither agreed nor disagreed. Total four participants 

agreed that task5 and task6 features were easy to find although they had several 

recommendations which are discussed in section 9.4.  

• Is the feature in the right group? 

All of the five participants agreed that task2 (card expiry) and task3 (change PIN) information 

was placed in the right group. Additionally total four participants agreed that the task1, task5, 

task6, and the task7 interaction functions were placed in the right group. However, regarding 

task4, three participants agreed it was in the right group; and two participants thought it should 

be in a new group, for example, in “Internet banking”. 

• Is the feature necessary for the application? 

All of the participants agreed that task1, task2 and task3 features were very necessary and hence 

required for the application.  Two participants agreed that task4 feature was really necessary for 

the application; however, the remaining three participants did neither agree nor disagree. All the 

five participants agreed that task5, task6, and task7 features were really required for such a kind 

of application. Table 13 shows the ‘Mode’ task ratings for each of the tasks based on three 

factors. 
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Table 13: Mode Task Ratings for Bank credit card application 

Task Ease of finding info Feature grouping 
Necessity of the 

feature 

1 – Account balance 4.5 4.5 4.5 

2 – Card expiry date 4.5 4.5 4.5 

3 – Change PIN code 4.5 4.5 4.5 

4 – Get Sign In code for internet 

banking 
4.5 and 3.0 4.5 3.0 

5 – Set the card as default 4.5 4.5 4.5 

6 – View payment history      4.5      4.5      4.5 

7 - Save purchase receipts 4.5 4.5 4.5 

 

Table 14 below shows the overall subjective views of the participants for the bank credit card 

application based on three factors. The first column shows the number of participants. The three 

right-side columns correspond to the three factors, based on which users provided their 

subjective views. For example, right most column “removal of any feature” for test subject-1 

shows – Test subject 1 did not want “Access region” UI feature for credit card application. ‘N/A’ 

means ‘Not applicable’ 

Table 14: Overall subjective views for credit card application 

Test 

Subjects 

List good things about look, 

feel, and interaction 

Recommendation for new 

features 

Removal of any 

feature 

1 

� Grouping of features  
� Easy to navigate and can find 

quickly what he needs. 
� Liked the less number of clicks 

and interactions. 
� Simple and elegant design 

� Purchase history should 
have an option to sort by 
months. 

� Need to have selectable 

rules for setting the card 
as default and saving 
receipts 

� CVC code number 
 

� Access region 

2 

� Grouping of features and less 
number of clicks which is very 
necessary while on the go. 

� Simple and elegant design 
 

� Add a group ‘Shopping’, 
should contain-History, 
Save receipts, and Set 
card for payment 

� Shopping and Settings 
should be visible at top, 
rest groups should be 
folded. 
 

� N/A 

3 

� Clear and consistent design for 
all groups 

� Simple and precise 

� Place security group at 
bottom and add more 
security. 

� Add PIN code to enter to 
account info page 

� Need to have selectable 
rules for setting the card 
as default and saving 
receipts 

� Access region 
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Test 

Subjects 

List good things about look, 

feel, and interaction 

Recommendation for new 

features 

Removal of any 

feature 

 

4 

� Grouping of features 
� Likes less human interaction 
� Linear layout and interface 

colour 

� Option to clear all 
receipts 

� Add password to enter 
the application 

� Rules for saving receipts 
 

� Set card as 
default since it 
might be 
confusing when 
multiple cards 

5 

� Linear layout and less number 
of clicks.  

� Visible feedback for all 
actions. 

� Rules for saving receipts 
and making the card as 
default. 

� To set card as default, 
ask PIN code 

� Provide as much security 
as possible 
 

� N/A 

 

9.4 Discussion  

This section discusses the results found in usability testing. As mentioned at the beginning of 

this chapter, the goal of the usability testing was to find two things – how well the available set 

of features in the applications suits user interaction needs and the usability issues of the 

interfaces. 

After each of the testing sessions, participants were asked to express their subjective views 

based on three factors as presented in table 12 and table 14 above. One of the factor was to 

recommend any new feature for the application and the other was if to remove any feature from 

the application. Each of the features and their tasks available in the applications basically maps 

to one of the use-cases presented in chapter 6. From table 12, it is clearly visible that most of the 

participants found the “Auto buy” and “Application permission” features were not so required 

for such a transport ticketing application. Other than these two features, rest of the features were 

recommended by the test subjects and therefore, necessary for any transport ticketing application 

for NFC mobile services.  

There were also some recommendations by the participants to customize some of the 

features, however, none of the participants recommended a completely new feature for a 

transport or ticketing application. The same conclusion goes for the credit card application as 

well. Interestingly, none of the participants found any of the features in the credit card 

application that should be removed. Hence, it can be concluded that the identified use-cases in 

chapter 6 should be considered as standard user requirement for the transport ticketing and bank 

credit card service providers who are willing to introduce NFC services in the near future.   
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The second goal of the user evaluation was to find usability problems in the prototype 

applications and therefore to provide usability guidelines for the wallet application developers as 

discussed below: 

 

Transport Application 

Table 11 above shows the ‘Mode’ task ratings for each of the tasks of the transport prototype. 

It is clearly visible that all of the tasks have a mode value of 4.5, which is the mean agree rating 

of ease of finding information in the interface. Only the task that required interacting with 

“feedback settings” have both mode disagree rating and mode agree rating. Overall, finding 

information in the transport prototype interface was easy as rated by the participants. Out of 

six(6) tasks, five(5) tasks had a mode agree ratings regarding the correct grouping of information 

in the interface. Only task4 had a disagree rating about its placement in the right group. 

Participants recommend that this feature should be placed in “But ticket” group because “Auto 

buy” has a definite relation with the “buy ticket” feature.  

The ticketing prototype had one significant weak spot while buying a new ticket—

participants had difficulty in drafting the SMS and understanding the syntax of writing the 

message. The suggestions came that the ticket purchase should be automated, that is, users can 

select the rules from a list of choices. 

“Ticket Information” and “Buy Ticket” group are the most frequently used groups and these 

two groups should be placed at the top of the interface. Other groups, for example, 

“Information” and “Settings” should be placed later and should be folded. Participants found that 

“Auto buy” ticket feature is very risky; although some users thought it should be in the “Buy 

Ticket” group so that they can see immediately if this option is enabled or disabled. While 

buying a new ticket, participants strongly recommend that a list of choices should be provided 

and thus send the SMS automatically. All the participants thought that saving the receipts is 

needed and sufficient in the form of a simple enable or disable; however, necessary feedback 

while enabling or disabling should be provided. In addition, there must be an option to clear all 

the receipts.  

In summary, the following recommendations were found from the usability testing of the 

transport ticketing application: 

• For all user interactions provide necessary feedback and allow the user to close the 

feedback in the form of an OK button. 

• Design an interface that allows a minimal number of clicks.  

• Group all the features as it was done in the prototype applications. 
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• Only the most important groups – “Ticket Information” and “Purchase Ticket” should be 

visible. The remaining groups can be kept folded.  

• Users want a consistent design between the same types of applications, therefore, the 

linear and grouping layout structure can be considered as a base for future transport 

applications.  

 

Credit Card Application 

Table 13 above shows the ‘Mode’ task rating for each of the tasks of credit card prototype 

application. It is clearly visible that none of the tasks had a mode disagree rating; however, only 

task 4 had a neutral rating for ease of finding and necessity of the feature. Other than this, all the 

tasks had a mode agree rating of 4.5. Undoubtedly, it can be concluded that the interface of the 

application was liked by the participants.  

Participants had a few recommendations in the existing interface layout for better 

interactivity. “Purchase history” is often required by the users and should include an additional 

choice to sort and view the history by months or quarterly etc. Rules for selecting a particular 

credit card application as the default is also recommended based on certain criteria, for example, 

current balances, promotions, and interest rates. Saving all the purchase receipts can be 

troublesome when deleting them later and hence there should be selectable rules while enabling 

this feature. A new group “Shopping” should be added that only contains less secured 

information, for example, purchase history, save receipts, set card as default etc. and place this 

group at the top of the interface. The “Credit card information” and “Account information” 

groups should be folded because they are less frequently used. Finally, the following 

recommendations are derived from the usability testing for the bank credit card (i.e. payment) 

prototype: 

 

• Uniform and consistent design – all banking applications should carry similar design 

philosophy so that users need less time learn and interact. Users’ satisfaction with the 

prototype interface was quite good; hence such linear layout design philosophy could be 

followed. 

 

• The interface should minimize user clicks, i.e., the interface should reduce the cognitive 

load. A better way to do this is to ask for a PIN (personal identification number) or 

password once while accessing the sensitive information. Non-sensitive information 

should be placed at the top of the interface for quicker access. 
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• The main screen should be clean and therefore contain less information. Only place 

important groups as visible and keep the rest of the groups folded. Users noted a problem 

that applications might escalate difficulties when one bank account has multiple 

credit/debit cards. However, while opening the application, users can be offered a choice 

which card application to open for the same bank. 

 

• Provide clear and visible feedback about the clickable items. Design for users, and allow 

them to learn and access the information quickly. Users are mostly going to use wallet 

application while they are busy or on the go; and they supposed to have little time for 

interaction and clicks. 
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Chapter 10  

Conclusion and Future Work 

This thesis has scratched the idea of a wallet application development framework acknowledging 

the fact that none of previous works has initiated such development approach for NFC wallet 

applications.  This thesis proposes a framework primarily to address the problem of developing 

interoperable wallet applications for various mobile platforms. Additionally, the framework 

reduces the complexity and the cost of developing multiple applications and is thus designed in 

such a way that it allows developing a minimal set of user interaction functionalities for the 

wallet applications. It is argued that wallet applications do not require a significant number of 

functionalities for user interaction; rather they only need a minimal set of functions and 

consistency in the design across various platforms for a rich user interaction experience. 

To pursue the concept of a wallet framework and to achieve its goals, the thesis initially 

conducted a user study with eight (8) users. The study yielded the subjective views of the users 

for forthcoming wallet services. These subjective views were later summarized as a minimal set 

of interaction requirements for some of the wallet services (i.e. NFC services). The result was 

then considered and transformed as APIs and included in the design of the wallet framework. 

The challenging part here was to design a lightweight framework that should work on all major 

cell phone platforms. The API design investigated how to provide a uniform interface for all 

platforms for the wallet applications. It is argued that the framework can perform well when 

deployed on NFC phones. Later, prototypes were developed using the framework support to 

demonstrate the applicability of the UI functionalities and the usability of the interfaces.  

The usability testing had two main purposes: primarily to find out the applicability of the UI 

functionalities identified during the initial user study and secondly to test the usability issues of 

the interfaces. The findings were summarized as guidelines for wallet application developers (or 

the service providers). The result was quite positive, most of the functionalities were considered 

important for the participants, which supports that the framework has achieved a user-centric 

design.  There were a couple of usability issues in the interfaces which are summarized in 

section 9.4 along with the usability guidelines for developing wallet applications for the NFC 

services. 

Although the proposed framework with the results from hi-fi prototypes and usability testing 

proves the concept and establishes the idea of using a new approach of developing wallet 
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applications, there is much scope of future works to extend framework support for other NFC 

use-cases and implementation of the framework for at least few more platforms. As mentioned in 

chapter 7, this thesis left two components of the framework for further investigation: a wallet 

container and a wallet scripting engine. The wallet container allows a centralized management 

for wallet applications, for example, activation of applications, deletion, over the air (OTA) 

provision, update of wallet applications etc. Although some parts of the scripting engine were 

investigated in this thesis, there is still a lot more space for further investigation—choosing a 

right lightweight scripting language, syntax and semantics of the script, and the design and 

implementation of the scripting engine to process the lightweight script.  

This thesis only considered three NFC use cases for investigation; more in-depth research is 

required for other NFC services in order to achieve a complete user-centric wallet framework. 

While the user study provided insight into the user requirements for the three use-cases 

(payment, access control, and ticketing) and their proximity relationship between secure element 

data, there are still various potential NFC use-cases that need to be investigated for their user 

requirements too. 

Finally, the idea and the approach of the thesis need to be tested in a real environment that is 

within the NFC ecosystem where various entities would be involved and users would be able to 

manage their subscribed NFC services from their wallet.  

To ensure a rich end-user experience, all parts of the NFC ecosystem must remember that the 

wallet experience must need to be significantly better than the current physical wallet alternative. 

This means both the framework and the wallet application design need to be consistent and 

simple for the users to experience true NFC mobile services.  
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Appendix A 

Interview questions for the User Study 

Payment (Banking) Applications 

1. Usually when you go to a shop to purchase someth ing, have you 
ever been confused about the account balance of you r 
credit/debit card before you make the payment? What  if your 
account balance is available for quick viewing in y our mobile 
wallet with just a click? 

2. Usually we carry several credit or debit cards, and it’s very 
natural to forget the PIN code of several cards. Wh at do you 
think if the mobile wallet allows changing the PIN codes of the 
cards? 

3. Have you ever felt the difficulty of saving all the important 
purchase receipts for future reference? What do you  think if 
your mobile wallet allows saving your purchase rece ipts in the 
phone? 

4. Looking at the recent payments or purchases quic kly or during 
emergency is cumbersome. Usually you need to login to internet 
banking and then can check the history. What do you  think when 
the recent history (for e.g. last 20 purchases) is available in 
the mobile wallet? 

5. What is your opinion if the information such as credit card 
number, validity, who is issuing the card etc., is available in 
the mobile wallet for quick browsing?  

6.  Sign in to internet banking is impossible from elsewhere if 
you leave your card reader at home. What you think,  if your NFC 
phone can act as a card reader and can be accessibl e anytime as 
long as the phone is powered on? 

7. Anything else you want to suggest for your futur e wallet 
payment applications? 

 

Transport (ticketing) Applications 

1. Usually how do you find out your smart card tick et validity?  
Have you ever had bad experience regarding ticket e xpiry? What 
if the ticket information such as validity date, ti me, location 
etc. is available in the wallet?  
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2. Do you think it is necessary to get proper feedb ack before a 
ticket expires? How do you like to get feedback usi ng your 
mobile wallet for a travel ticket? 

3. What is your opinion if the information such as ticket access 
zone, recent access, who is issuing the card etc., is available 
in the mobile wallet for quick browsing? 

4. Usually it’s easy to lose the ticket purchase re ceipts. Do 
you prefer to save your receipts using mobile walle t in the 
phone? 

5. To purchase a new ticket, you need to go to a sh op or a 
machine. Mobile wallet can allow to quickly purchas ing ticket 
using an SMS and load to your account automatically , what is 
opinion about such a purchase? 

6. Do you want any other features in your wallet? 

 

Access Control Applications 

1. Using current physical access cards, it is diffi cult to find 
out the access locations information. What if your wallet 
application can provide you access locations map in  the phone? 

2. To get access to a new place, currently you need  to contact 
an administration office. Do you want the wallet ap plication 
request a new access automatically for you? 

3. How do you find out the access times to differen t places at 
work or apartment building or hospital currently? D o you think 
you wallet application can provide better solution?   

4. Usually we often share home apartment keys to ot her members 
of the family. When your apartment key in the phone , do you want 
to share ownership to someone else in the family us ing the 
wallet application? 

5. Access card validity, access card owner, and iss uers- such 
kind of information is valuable to you? Do you want  to put such 
information in your wallet? 
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Appendix B 

Tasks for Transport Application  
 
Transport Task 1:  

Your transport ticket validity for Stockholm city i s going to 
end soon but you have forgotten the expiry date. Pl ease interact 
with the application and find your travel validity date. Was the 
information placed in the right group?  

 

Transport Task 2: 

You are a resident of Stockholm City, and the city is divided 
into several zones for transportation. You want to know which 
zone you have access for your Smart Transport Card.  Can you find 
such information in your wallet application? Is the  information 
placed in right group?  

 

Transport Task 3: 

Your Smart Transport application allows you to purc hase a ticket 
by sending an SMS. Please use the application to bu y a new 
ticket. Do you prefer any of the following alternat ives while 
buying a new ticket–? 

(a) Want to type a SMS manually like I just did (b)  Allow 
me to select rules from a list of available choices .  

 

Transport Task 4: 

Your Smart Transport application can buy ticket aut omatically 
once it expires. Please use the application to inte ract with 
this feature. Do you prefer any alternatives to set  the “auto 
buy option”  –? 

(a)  Automatically buy a ticket using the last 
purchase rules  

(b)  Want to set new rules of how auto buy works based 
on date, money, duration or service 

(c)  Want to have a disable option 

 

Transport Task 5: 

Many users prefer to get feedback before ticket exp ires. Your 
Smart transport application allows you to get feedb ack too. How 
and when do you want your wallet transport applicat ion settings 
to notify you about expiry –? 

When: (a) allow me to set new rules for how to get feedback 
(b) provided rules are fine (c) suggestions if any?  

How: (c) want visible alert according to the set ru les (d) 
want to get SMS according to the set rules. 
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Transport Task 6:  

Your smart transport application allows you to save  receipts 
while you buy a new ticket. Can you try to set this  option in 
your smart transport application? To save a receipt , do you 
prefer any other alternatives -? 

a. For each purchase, the application asks if to sa ve a 
receipt 

b. Allow me to specify rules of how to save automat ically, 
based on the card used, the amount or the service. 

c. Automatically save all receipts. 

d. None of these above, why? 

 

 
 

Tasks for Bank Application (Payment credit card)  
 
Bank Task 1  
one of the very basic requirements while interactin g with bank 
credit/debit cards is to know the balance of your a ccount. This 
gives you an instant feedback while using the card.  Can you find 
your current account balance? Is the information is  placed in 
the right group? 

Bank Task 2 

Do you know when your credit card will expire? Can you find 
such information from the application? Is the infor mation is 
placed in the right order and group?  

Bank Task 3 

Often, many users forget their bank cards’ PIN code s since it 
is difficult to remember all codes. Your smart bank  application 
allows you to change the PIN. Please interact with the 
application and change the PIN once. Did you have a ny difficulty 
while changing the PIN? Did you get any feedback? 

Bank Task 4 

To log-in and sign-in to Internet Banking, we need a special 
device to generate one time sign in codes at presen t. You can 
use your NFC phone bank card application to generat e the same 
code without the additional device. Can you use you r bank card 
application and generate such Sign in code.  

Bank Task 5 

Your NFC mobile wallet carries all of your bank car ds. Suppose 
that, you are in weekend shopping and want to purch ase 
everything today by Smart Bank card. In this scenar io, you want 
to set the Smart Bank application as default for to day’s 
payments. How can you do that? Do you prefer any al ternatives 
while making the application as default-? 
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(a)  Make this card as default for all purchases greater  
than N amount(suggest N) 

(b)  Make default for all payments 
 

 
Bank Task 6  

You often need to check recent payments history of your bank 
account. In normal scenario, you login to Internet banking to 
check such information. Your wallet bank applicatio n allows you 
check recent payments history. Can you check your r ecent 
payments history using Smart Bank application? Do y ou prefer any 
alternatives—? 

(a)  Show only the N most recent payments(suggest N) 
(b)  Show only last 10 payments 
(c)  Show only last 20 payments 
(d)  None of the above, explain please 

 

 
Bank Task 7  

Your smart bank application allows you to save rece ipts for 
every purchase, although you don’t want to save all  of them. To 
save a receipt, do you prefer any other alternative s -? 

a. For each purchase, the application asks if to sa ve a 
receipt 

b. Allow me to specify rules of how to save automat ically, 
based on the bank card used, and the amount. 

c. Automatically save all receipts. 

d. None of these above, why? 

 


